Honors Convocation
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Green Center
What: Luncheon/Celebration
Who: For those on the Academic Honors Society list
Jazzerclse
When: 12:15 pm- I:IS pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Men's Tennis
When: 2:00pm
Where: Tennis Courts
Who: St. Thomas

"A doctor or the President of
the Democratic Republic of
Congo in Africa."
-Fiston Kahindo, Junior

Last Thursday KAT held its
third annual Hoe Down, a
night filled with good, clean,
country fun.

Students were able to take ''Old
Time" photos inside the cafeteria. A variety of costumers
were available for the students
to wear for the photograph.

The Hoe Down provided good
grub, fine music, and a mechanical bull for the students
to ride. Two live bands played,
including the popular "Two
Skinny Dorks."

An old-time set was put up for
an authentic look. A professional photographer took the
of students.

Women's Tennis
When: 2:00pm
Where: Tennis Courts
Who: St. Thomas
Baseball Game
When: 3:00pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Palm Beach Atlantic

and a lawyer, at lite same time."
Career Workshop
When: 3:00pm-4:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Job Search Skills
More: Learn to identify opportunities in various job markets and apply job search techniques effectively

-Mildre Martjnez, Freshman

-Aron Gunkleman, Sophomore

~By .J.nnilw o.Gua:io

Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00pm- S:OO pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00pm- S:OO pm
Where: Sand volleyball court

This season,
polo shirts in
spring colors
are hot for

The newly-elected SGA Officers for the 2006-2007 School
Year are:
President: Junior Fiston Kahindo from Norwich, Vt
VIce-President: Sophomore
Jean Nezivar from Port-AuPrince, Haiti
Secretary: Sophomore Heather Sears from Brockton, Mass.
Treasurer: Freshman Taryn
Hamill Brick, NJ.
KAT Chairperson: Freshman Annando Castillo from
Quezaltenango, Guatemala
RHA Chairperson: Freshman
V1r Phillip from New Delhi,
India•

HOT

men. Layer- '
ing two shirts .
gives the outfit a fresh, new
look. Bright colors are in for
the spring. This look can be
found locally in the Polo department at Macy's.
Esther ~~g~
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Stay away from shirts with a
.:..:: •.T..:.=··-~"- Fitted shirts are
in, and the oversized fit is over.
Choose bright colors for a light, fun
look. and leave
those
too-big
shirts at home.

H
IT

Bootcut
jeans
are a great look.
Jeans that are tight
through the leg and
have a slight flare
at the bottom are
all the rage right
now. Check out
Abercrombie, Lucky, or Diesel for a perfect fit jean.
Wallet chains and the grunge
look should be left back in the
90's, so if you're still sporting these duds,
into the
new
century
and leave those
items at home ...
or better yet, in
the trash can.•
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Two monster innings catapulted the baseball team to a 13-7
victory against Barry on Sunday. The two teams combined
for 27 hits and nine errors.
All five men's golfers shot 74
or better in the first round of
the Southeastern Collegiate,
putting the Knights in second
place out of 19 teams.

Baseball players at Lynn consider themselves privileged:
They get to play in a notable (if
not best) conference in Division
n basebaU, and receive athletic
scholarships to be here.
However, baseball isn't aU
games for these Knights. There
are hours of hard work put in
each day, and many rules and
regulations to keep up with.
Lynn baseball has a strict attendance policy: For every
class that is missed, the student athlete will run 100 ~
foot sprints.
There was one instance this
season when a baseball player
had twelve absences, so he had
to run 1,200 sprints over the
course of two days.
The sprinting and trammg
doesn't stop there. Three days
a week players go to their S:00
am lifting groups. Then, there
are four to five hour practices
that consist of defensive and

-rday on the
mound en route
to his fifth win of the season as
the 23rd-ranked

For conditioning, the catchers
small vehicles around the
field to build up
leg strength. The
goon long
jog up to five
mile,, and the position players run
the bases "'til their
spikes fall off."

Knights improved to 24-11
overall and 7-S in the Sunshine
State Conference. •

The softball team gave its best
Saturday but fell short in the final two games ofthe
threegame series at No. 9 Barry.

Pitching both games due to injuries, freshman CriBtin KcUy showed
her guts in the circle
losing two heart-

breakers.•

Tllo Polo a..s._
5010 CNm!oion-.. SulteGlD
lloco Alton, R. D496
lol. 561-- F.. 561-994-11250
um~rox.net

and
match at the
I singles position for his team
leading 13th win of
the season.

Jan Macko teamed up with
Riegraf to win 8-1 at the no. 2
doubles position while Dennis
Verduin partnered with Manny
Galel to win at no. 3. •

5alern

sse

While this may seem like a lot
of work for a game, the baseball players take it very seriously, and are willing to "pay
the price" to be a part of one
of the best Division II baseball

Your letter
could be featured In the
iPulse!

Hoyt McGarity
and
Sebastian
Salem shot even
par on the 7,255yard, par 72
course and are
lied for eighth
heading into the

Dennis

These Knights are also required to perform academically as well as athletically. Twice
a week the baseball team goes
to the library to study or do
homework for two hours.

The Knights fell by the score of
3-2 in the first game of the afternoon's doubleheader and came
up short 4-3 in the nightcap.

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

lineup the men's tennis showed
how deep it is with an 8-1 victory over Saint Leo.

Moll!•~

Natasha Morgan led all members of the Knights, tying for
25th individually.
Elise Brandt shot a 77, and Elisabeth Whitehouse shot a 79.
Katy McNicoll and Ali Beuckman scored 243 and 259, re-

The women's team made quick
work of Saint Leo University,
defeating the Lions ~ on Saturday afternoon.

Gedvile Norkule, Leigh Shelton
and Alejandra Boeker aU remained undefeated on the season
as the Knights improved to 12~
o-..U and 6-0 in the sse.

Calendar
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Coffee at Christine's
When: 8:00 am- 8:45 am
Wllere: Christine's
Who: Visitor Alan Schuman
Presentation
When: 9:00 am- 9:45 am
Where: Amamick-Goldstein
Concert Hall
Who: Alan Schuman, chairman of Ecolab, Inc.
What: Distinguished Leader
Lecture Series
More: The Power of Leadership, followed by Q&A
For: All students and faculty
Relay For Life
When: 3:00pm· 9:00am
Where: FAU campus
What: Fundraiser for the
American Cancer Society
Visit: http://www.acsevents.
org/relay/fl!lynnuniversity

SallwW
On Campus Recruitment
When: 9:00am-5:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
Who: Boca Raton Resort & Club
What: Full-time and internship positions available

Brassrest
When: 7:30pm
Where: Amamick-Goldstein
Concert Hall
Cost: $10

Campus Vrews
Today's Look
13y ·\,hk} Rubert'

Fashion Files

mtvUAtLynn

mtvU Campus Invasion '06

What's In This Week

Canpuslnvasion Monday

Meet The Bands That Are Performing

ll) Rntt OJ\"
Lynn girls know what's up
when it comes to fashion, and
these are the styles that are hot
on campus right now.

mtvU, MTV's 24-hour college
network, is coming to Lynn
University for its ''Campus Invasion Tour '06."

Michael Star is a hit on campus
right now. These shirts come
in various styles and colors.
Prices range from $40-$60.

Jeans are versatile,
classic,
and sometimes
trendy. Blue Cult
is a popular jean
on campus right
now. These jeans
are sold at department stores
like Saks and
B loomingdales, and prices for
these denim duds range from
$130-$200.

Prada shoes go with anything
from the casual jean look to
the dressed-up night on the
town look. Thesse shoes are
often sported by Lynn girls,
and prices for these styles
range from $250-$600. •

LynnOvations
Alan SchUJ110'1 to Pn!sent
All
students
are invited to
participate in
LynnOvat-

tions, a presenEven the simplest of things
can be viewed with complexity. Throughout the campus,
chains line the parlcing lots,
serving as a decorative boundary for campus commuters.
Take another look at these simple chains and gain a new perspective on an abstract outlook
in today's Campus View. •

tation today by
Chairman ot'
Ecoiab, [~~e .• •••~ioi~
Alan Shuman, entitled "The
Power of Leadership."
Ecolab is currently #445 on
the Fortune 500 list, and is the
13th largest corporation in the
chemical industry. Attend the
lecture at 9:00am in the Amarnick-Goldstein Concert Hall. •

The invasion will feature onthe-verge bands Motion City
Soundtrack, Straylight Run
and Hellogoodbye.
All of the excitement - including exclusive live performances and behind-the-scenes
interviews - will begin airing
April 24th on both mtvU and
mtvU Ober, the network's all
access broadband channel at .
mtvU.com.
"The 'Campus Invasion' tour
is well established as a launchpad for up-and-coming artists,"
said I oe Armenia, Vice President of Music, Marketing and
Promotions, MTV. "'n-air,
online and on campus, mtvU
is a crystal ball for new music,
and we're excited to bring this
lineup of hot emerging acts to
campus quads nationwide."
As part of the tour, mtvU will
present an interactive village
from 12:00 pm- 5:00pm in
the Student Center Courtyard.

Students can score free stuff,
meet the bands during autograph signings and participate
in a range of activities including OJ Scratch Academy
scratch tutorials, music video
challenges, a bungee run and a
gaming lounge.

Motion City Soundtrack,
Straylight Run and Hellogoodbye are headlining this
year's mtvU Campus Invasion
tour, and will be here at Lynn
on Monday. But who are these
. bands? Here is a closer look at
those who will be performing
for the
student bod~

Motion City Soundtrack

1!1

Straylight Run's songs mix
electronic drum loops and
experimental guitar and keyboard sounds with those of basic acoustic insirumints, creating a sound that is both strange
and familiar. The results are
well-crafted pop songs with a
depth sorely lacking in much
of today 's popular music.

Over the last year, Motion City
Soundtrack have toured extensively in support of their release "Commit This To Memory" (June 7th - Epitaph),
selling nearly 200,000 copies
and emerging as a main stage
marquee act.

Hellogoodbye
Motion City Soundtrack has
performed on several late night
talk shows, and has appeared
in Rolling Stone and Spin as
an artist to watch and won
the "Breaking Woodie" (Best
Emerging Artist) at the 2005
mtvU Woodie Awards.
Finally, the band has just finished shooting a video for
their second single "Hold Me
Down" with renowned Director Joseph Kahn and his proIC.e Matt McDermitt.

mtvU cameras will also be onhand to interview students and
capture the local college scene
here at Lynn University.
A portion of the proceeds from
"Campus Invasion Tour '06"
ticket sales will go to benefit
LIFEbeat - The Music Industry Fights AIDS. LIFEbeat is
a charitable organization dedicated to reaching America's
youth with
the message
ofHIV/AIDS
prevention. •

Straylight Run has headlined
and sold out shows across the
UK and US and sold more than
200,000 albums. Its recent hit
single "Hands in the Sky (Big
Shot)" has been a student favorite and the video's earned
heavy rotation on mtvU.

Straylight Run

Hellogoodbye were raised
amid the sunSCreen vapors of
Huntington Beach, CA, just a
frisbee's throw from the Beach
Boys' stomping grounds.
Foncst, along with Jesse,
Marcus, and Chris were
schoolmates, helping shape
each other's musical tastes.
Their music is a blend of tight
melodies , quirky lyrics, and
80's synths.
The band took first place honors in last year's MTV2 Dew
Circuit Breakout battle-of-thebands competition, have been
featured on mtvU's "Backstage Pass" and "House Band"
series. Recently Hellogoodbye
performed live at mtvU Spring
Break '06 in Panama City
Beach, FL.

Straylight Run consists of
bass player Shaun Cooper, Hellogoodbye's
full-length
singer, guitarist and pianist debut, produced by Matt MaMichelle Nolan, singer and haffey (Self, Pink), will be
guitarist John Nolan, and out on Drive-Thru Records
drummer Will Noon.
this summer. •
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What's Happening Right Now : SE SUccess Story Softball Can't Soar W'Ith Eag1es
mtvU Campus lrwosion, Sports Career Expo
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Top 10 Fnsh For M~'s Gel
By Chad

B~Jttte

Three of Lynn University's
men's golfers finished in the
top- I0 to help the men's golf
team to a second place finish
at the Southeastern Intercollegiate, the Knights fifth top-two
finish this season.

son best fifth while Gavin
Dear tied for sixth and Hoyt
McGarity placed ninth.
This is the second consecutive
tournament and fourth overall
that all three golfers finished
in the top-10 together.
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McNieoll closed out play in the
three day tournament strong,
shooting a two-under par 70 .
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The softball team could not
hold onto the Florida Gulf
Coast Eagles as they fell 9-0 in
game one and 13-4 (S innings)
in game two.
'
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Knights
struggled
throughout game one, but
found their hitting touch later
in the evening.
Pitcher, Cristin Kelly, took
charge in the circle for the
Blue and White as she pitched
the entire first game and 4.0
innings in game two.

In her 11.0 innings of work,
Kelly struck-out two batten
while giving up 21 hits.
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fbt Kn i.!;hrs - kt pt thc it hitting

streak alive in the bottom of
the third with two hits while
leaving the bases loaded.
The Fighting Knights were
held to four hits in game one
their lowest amount of hits this
season.

While Danielle Curcio and
Heather Tucker showed their
unselfish nature as they each
laid down a sacrifice bunt.
The Fighting Knights travel to
Saint Leo, Florida this weekend, to take Saint Leo University in Sunshine State Conference series.

If you cannot make it to the
game, log onto www.lynn.edu/
athletics and check-up on the
latest news and scores. •
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His 219 three round total is the
second lowest of the season

CAREER EXPO

··~

I

Candace VanderVeen had her

~
C:tld

I

Women Fall 9.() To Florida Gulf Coast

..

------U

Dear shot a 75 on the day
while McGarity shot one better for his seventh top- I0 finish in eight tournaments.
Sebastian Salem and Matt
Bookatz notched scoring totals
of 228 and 236, respectively. •

VanderVeen relieved Kelly in
the fifth, pitching 1.0 innings
and getting a single strike-out
The Knights brought their bats
to flame in game two, in the
bottom of the second inning the
Blue and White tagged three
runs on three hits, put ting them
up 3-2 at the end of two.

.
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Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnunivenity.net

(J)

Your letter
could be featured In the
!Pulse!

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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Question of the Day

Calendar
On Campus

What do you think about Lynn's parking lots?

On Campus Recruitment
When: 9:00am-5:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
Who: Watershed Addition
Treatment Center
What: Alcohol and drug addiction treatment facility
More: www.thewatershedcom
Career Workshop
When: 10:00 am - II :00 am
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Resume Writing &
Cover Letters

SoftbaU Game
When: 5:00pm
Where: Sotiball field
Who: Florida Gulf Coast

,. . ·4h -:'
Q.\l\\\"\1.1

"They should delinik:ly Jill"" '"They- pretty bad! The
all the parking lois, cspa:ially graw:llob really get our cars
the North lot."
dirty."
-Jessica Hertzwyg, Freshman
-Lee Joyner, Freshman

"The parking lots need to be
paved, especially tbe one between ASSAF and North lot"
-Dcstini Ferguson, Freshman

"The ASSAF lot should be
paved. These lots destroy our
cars, especially our tires."
-Jennifer K.edJcjian. ScJpJomore

"More spaces should be available for upperclassmen residents near tbe donns."
-Harrison Lam, Junior

Lyon needs more parking spots
because too many prople have
cars on this campus."

llopartociBy .lad. lena:

The ABC's ofABC
Trip To l.oa:ll News Stalion

Thirty Lynn commmtications
students recently visited WPBFTV (ABC) and met the news anchors and news director.

Look aromtd at the windows
all aromtd campus to find small
bits of eye candy that will be
sure to please. •

David Berry said that he enjoyed working on and directing the play, and hopes "that
Lynn will have more studentdirected plays in the future."•

Professors Denise Belafonte
and Jim Brosemer took the students on a tour of the station.
Lynn graduate Michelle Jacabacci led the tour, and Matt Rubin, Lynn student and WPBF
intern, accompanied them.

·.'

Pat Whalen played a variety of
characters, including a conniving street bum. Jay Xavier gave
a very believable performance
as a powerful governor.

There was an enormous
amount of work and effort put
into the play, and the cast and
crew seemed to enjoy themselves throughout the entire
ordeal.

By Ashley Roberts

....

The actors all did ali outstanding job. Notable performances
were that of Megan Perry and
Eddie Gholson. Perry played
a surgery-hmtgry medical apprentice who tormented a fanatical and extremely religious
monk (Gholson).

Jennifer Griffon was the narrator of the story, whose character is said to be a reflection of
Neil Simon himself.

Campus VIeWS

Take a close look at the architecture within the window. The
bars across the window provide form and function, creating a smtburst that is pleasing
to the eye.

~-_:-~--;~~

-Mijail Rodriguez, Freshman

Today's Look

There are three windows that
bring light into the DeHoernle
International building, one of
which is showcased in today's
Campus View.

I
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Director David Berry did a remarkable job of incorporating
Neil Simon's collections of
sketches and vaudeville scenes
into a continuous and interest
theatrical stage performance.

-

Fitness Center Training
When: 6:00pm- 9:00 pm
Where: Fitness Center
What: Personal trainer available for drop-ins

By Crystal Burdine
Lynn's student-directed play
entitled "The Good Doctor"
ran last week, and the overall
consensus of the students, faculty, and audience was that it
was truly a success.

Internship Orientation
When: 12:00 pm- 1:00pm
Where: DeHoemle Lecture
Hall, Green Center
What: Mandatory session for
all Lynn students wishing to
do an internship

Yoga
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobics room, 3rd
floor, Lynn Residence Hall

The Good Doctor
Gels Good Response

Nell Simon's

[\

,;7

Students watched the evening
news broadcast and speak with
anchors Tiffany Kenney, Lisa
Hayward, and Kristen Hoke.
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This is the second year students
visited WBPF, and hopefitlly
the tradition will continue. •
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Academic Honors Awarded
Scholarly Students Attend HoriOB Convoootion

Dr.
Cheek-Mil
performed
introduction and
closing remarks
for the event, and
introduced Dr. Kevin Ross,
who gave the students an inspirational opening speech.

Dr. Ross gave
the advice to
the
students
that"withgreat
ability comes
great responsibility."
A brass quintet of Conservatory of Music students gave a
musical presentation for all of
those at the luncheon.

Mr. Eric Jensen, famed author
and president of Jensen Learning Corporation was the guest
speaker for the event.
Jensen told the students that
there are three things that
they need to remember in life:
"Don't do bad things to your
brain, eat well and exercise,
and live with passion."
Students were honored in
three categories of academic
achievement: Academic HonOfll, Honor Society, and President's Honor Society.
Academic Honofll students
have completed two consecutive terms with a GPA of 3.5 of
above. Honor Society students
have maintained honor status
for two consecutive yeafll with
a GPA of3.5 or above.

President's Honor Society students have achieved Academic
Honor Society distinction and
have maintained a GPA of at
least 3.75.

Academic Honors:
C. Adum, S. Ai-Enezi, A. Al-Joburi, R. Andreozzi, J. Artymovich,
S. Baber, S. Baciini, S. Bertha, B.
Bines, N. Bucelluni, E. Burlinson,
G. Burrus, V. Caslrovinc~ D. Curcio, C. De Francisco, A. Duplin,
A Fernandez, T. Ford, S. Friedman, C. GinFrida, M. GoddarG, C.
Goldberg. N. Guidi, C. Hayes, J.
Hoffinan, S. Kennard, J. Kiukofsky, V. Mamsurov, J. McFarland,
C. Morris, J. Munoz, B. Novak, I.
Osgood. M. Osmer, B. Petenon, V.
Posner, C. Rimmer, M. Roberts, S.
Romano, M. Rosenburg, J. Rosenweig. J. Rubenstein, A Sabitoni,
R. Scott, T. Seffren, J. Solovy, S.
Starlte, W. Tamayo, L. Taylor, K.
Tiede, S. Turco, C. VanderVeen.
E. Wallace, R. Zucker.
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M«<'sGol Shools a 299
By Chad Beattie

By Jena Zakany
Lynn held its annual Honors
Convocation luncheon yesterday honoring the students who
have worked hard over the last
year to obtain academic honors. All students who anended
have maintained a GPA of 3.5
or higher for at least one academic school year.

Team Finishes 'lbird.

-

Honor Society:
M. Adamson, C. Aking. E. Alvarez, C. Bastian, N. Baumhart, G.
Beider, J. Berez, D. Berry, B. Bialowas, D. Bisset, E. Brandt, M.
Bruce, C. Burdine, A. Cartwright,
N. Cavaicante, E. Colon, L.
Crane, A. Crawford,· {). Cn:tone,
K. Dankert, D. Durham, J. Essaye
Ill, N. Essen, A Evans, M. Fernandez, D. Forster, A. Gaiaczan,
L. Gates, P. Gene, S. Glickman, P.
Godfrey, M. Gruskin, J. Harvey, B.
Heath, J. Hoffinan. M. Hoogveld,
A. iienfeld, D. ilic, K. Jasper,
S. Jones, A. Kaimai, A Kerr, T.
Koch, R. Krasny, A. Lavoie, L.
Lennox, S. Lerner, K. Licaslro, C.
Long, V. Lopez, R. Loy, B. Mann.
D. Marrs, R. McCray, B. McKee,
J. Nezviar, L. Nixon, B. Olcas, N.
Paris, B. Parker, N. Pentzak, l. Perez-Duran, B. Phillips, G. Porter, J.
Porter, A. Rabah, E. Ransbottom,
K. Ratia, L. Richard, I. Richter, A.
Roberts, C. Rolla, V. Rubino, B.
Samuels, C. San Isidro, L. Sant<l$,
L. Schuman, S. Shklarov, R. Simmons, E. Sutherland, A. Tanlugno,
T. Tickenoff, D. Tiscn, S. Trovato,
C. Tuas, P. Ucoello, L. Vann, A.
Wahl, J. Weidenhaum, J. Weiss,
V. Weltz, K. Wilkins, J. Wright, A.
Yacaman, A Zaltid, J. Zakany
President's Honor Society:
H. Ahebe, A. Albert, B. Aronin,
M. Bernstein, R. Buzaglu, W.
Cockey, J. Cohen, K. Gonzalez,
M. Haraldson, S. Helo, W. Lewis,
K. LoRusso, D. Mandelbaum, D.
Marshall, K. MicNicoll, J. Palma,
K. Pyra, T. Robbins, T. Saslo, S.
Svenoingsen, 0 . Skykok, M. Tuz.

Second-straight sse Sweep
No.5 Women's Tennis TMTlps No.8 Eckerd
By Sara Quatrocky

Tile men's golf team shot a 299

Highlighting the singles competition, llic extended her
singles winning streak to 35
matches by winning 6-0, 6-0
at the fourth position.

and fell one spot to third place
after the second round of the
Southeastern Intercollegiate
hosted by Valdosta State.
Gavin Dear, Hoyt McGarity,
Keir McNicol! and Sebastian
Salem are all in the top-! 5 as
the Knights race to finish sec-

The top singles match consisted of two top-20 players in
the nation as No. 7 Weltz outlasted her competitor 6-2, 6-7,
(13-11) as she moves to 10-2
this season.

ond.
Dear was one
five golfers
shoot under !Jiili,
entering a one.Y
der par 71 on ltis
scorecard to tic fur
fourth place.
McGarity fired a 75 and is tied
for 9th while McNicol! and
Salem shot a 76 and 77 and are
tied for 15th •ndt •W.uall_•.

Man Bookatz fell into a tie for
54th out of 101 golfefll.
West Florida (576) holds a 13strokelead over Florida Southern (589) for fifllt place while
Lyon is close behind with a
team scorecard of 590.
Rollins ( 592) and Armstrong
Atlantic (598) round out the
top-five. The Knights concluded play yesterday. •

The women's tennis team
showed its strength today by
romping No. 8 Eckerd College
by the score of 9-0 to remain
perfect in sse action.

Schunk was victorious 6-1, 61 at the second spot as Norkute
downed her opponent 6-3, 6-4
at the third position.
At the fifth spot, Shelton won
6-3, 6-0 as Boeker got by her
opponent 6-1, 6-2 at the six
position in the lineup.

The Knights have not allowed
their opponents a single point
in three-straight matches and
have now blanked nine teams
this season, including three
sse opponents.
"This team is just now beginning to play at its highest level
and hopefully...we'll start to
tum it up even more.~ head
coach Mike Perez said.

Norkute and Shelton both
move to 12-0 this season in
singles action for a share of the
most wins on the squad. •

The Knights began with a
smooth 8-0 at the No. 3 doubles position as sophomore
Alex Schunk and ~shman Ali
Boeker breezed past their opponents to remain perfect this
season with an 11-0 record as
a doubles duo.
At the second spot, sophomore
Vici Weltz and junior Gedvile
Norkute won by the score of
8-4 to also move to 11-0 this
season as a doubles team.

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

Senior Dragana llic and junior
Leigh Shelton balded out a 97 victory giving the Knights
their 12th doubles sweep of
the season.

Your letter
could be featured In the
!Pulse!
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iPulse Online GottaHave

On Campus

By Jena Zakany

On Campus Recruitment
Wilen: 9:00 am- 5:00 pm
Where: Hannifan Center
Who: Enterprise Rent-a-Car
What: Largest car rental company in North America, looking for Lynn students to become employees
More: www.enterprise.com
Career Workshop
When: 10:00 am- 11:00 am
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Career exploration and
decision making
Lunch on the Lake
When: 11:30 am-1:30pm
Where: Cafeteria patio
What: Live music performance
Jazzercise
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynr> Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Sand volleyball court
Movie and Pizza
When: 8:00pm
Where: de Hoernle Lecture
Hall, Green Center.
What: Rent
Who: Sponsored by the S~
stance Abuse Prevention Interns

iPulse... Now Wih Vtdeol

Great Gadgets
B) Brett Samuels
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The iPulse staff has teamed up
with Stuart Henderson's TV
Practicum class to form an online version of the iPulse, featuring fresh, new videos, and
an archive of the print versions
of the iPulse.
Log on to the iPulse Online
to get the latest information
about what's going on aroW1d
campus with Chase Porter and
Miguel Plopschi's "Weekly
Update."

Alain
and
Mason's
on Jay Leno 's "Street Smarts"
with "Lynn Shouts."

Lynn students enjoy living in
the lap of luxury. The parking
lots are filled with pimped-out
vehicles, and walking aroW1d
campus is a sea of designer accessories, outfits, and ubling."
So after the cars, clothes, and
cell phones, what's left to
''pimp out?" Well, how about
your USB memory stick?

Students are encouraged to submit their own work to be seen
on the new iPulse Online. •

Bag One Of These Bags Today
By Crystal Burdine
Without question, the hottest
accessory staple that every girl
must have is a designer signature printed handbag.
The most popular signature
handbag right now is the brown
Louis Vuitton, which comes in
a variety of shapes and sizes,
but has that look that is sure to
tum heads.

That's right, now data can travel in the same fabulous flair as
those designer accessories.

These bags are hot, and the
price tags on these bags are
extreme.
So what about those that want
the designer bag, but don't
want to fork out a grand?
The
popular
and classy designer Coach
offers signature
handbags that
average about
$250.
The
Coach
brand is a designer name,
and the bags
have the same
look to them as
those at a higher price range.

Victorinox, the
famous maker
of Swiss Anny
Knives, along
with Bonfort
and Swissbit, has released a
memory stick that is so luxedout, its owner is sure to be the
talk of the computer lab.
The LV bag is popular all over
the world, with celebrities
and with everyone else. These
bags are especially on Lynn's
campus.

Additional videos from Alain
Bouccicaut, Rodolfo Hernandez, and Brandon Thomas can
be seen as well.
This week, tune in to see what
happens with the Fighting
Knight visits the Burton D.
Morgan School of Aeronautics ...and steals a plane!

The Look For Less

Still too much? For those looking for the ultimate bargain,
look no further than handbagheaven.com.

heaven
This website has replicas of
designer handbags that look
exactly like the real thing.

The SwissMemory PrestigeTH
USB memory stick flips out of
its bling bling Bonfort designer case to access one gigabyte
of memory via any computer·~
USB port.
The USB sticks are available in
sterling silver, ISK white gold,
and ISK yellow gold. They
come in a variety of patterns
with the option of customizations such as monograms and
embedded diamonds.

The average signature Louis
Vuitton bag ranges from $500
to $2,000, depending on size.
Louis V\Jitton RepliCa, $35.95
Another popular designer bag
is the Gucci signature handbag.
These purses start at $700, and
go up from there depending on
size, shape, and color.

Afraid that new technology
will leave your gadget outdated? Well, fear no more, because the stick can be switched
out and upgraded to the latest
technology at any time.
Prices for the SwissMemory
PrestigeTH memory stick
start at $10,000 and range past
$30,000.
Visit http://www.bonfort.ch/
for more information about
this great gadget. •

Gucd Replica, $34.95

Best part? The average replica
costs only about
$35. So go online and get
that hot look ...
for less!•

Editor: Jena Zakany. Sporu Editor: Stephanie Baker. Starr: Bambi Abbott, Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowas, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmona, Brin Davis, Tim Devries, Donovan O'Dowd, K.aitlyo Hughes,
David HWlter, Michael Jacobs,lan Nahama, Elizabeth Muons, Asbley Roberts, Brett Samuels, Mara Shanes, Ely11ia Sutherland, Tuduct110 Tebape, Jenna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh. Faculty Advllor: Myles Ludwig

Summer Study Abroad Programs Knights Ramp Eckerd
Unique University Excursion Experiences
By Kalllyn Hughes
Lynn University offers students
the unique experience of studying abroad in order to remarkably enhance, enrich, and recognize cultural diversity of another
country than one's own.

Here are some ofLynn's Study
Abroad programs offered for
this summer:
Costa Rica
Arts and Sciences
05/13-06/14
Hong Kong, Singapore, China
Business & Management
05/14-05/31
Chicago (full)
Business & Management
05/15-05/23
South Africa (full)
Education and Hospitality
Management
05/19-06/04
Italy & France
Arts & Sciences
05/29-06/09

SSC SweepforWomen
By Sara Quatrocky

The women's tennis team
showed its strength today by
romping No. 8 Eckerd College
by the score of 9-0 to remain
perfect in
action.

sse

Students can study abroad
through IDliversity-aeated trips,
or can choose other methods
such as programs through studyabroad.com or goabroad.com.
Students are reminded that a
grade of at least a C is necessary to receive credit, and that
if another source, such as the
aforementioned websites, is
selected, the trip must be approved by Lynn beforehand.

Spain
Business & Management and
Arts & Sciences
06/11-06/23
Australia (full)
Hospitality Management
07/09-07/28
Hawaii
Business & Management/
Aviation
08/02-08/13
Visit
www.lynn.edulstudyabroad.com for more informa-

Life is full of opportunities,
and Lynn offers students potential life-changing opportiDlities through its extensive
study abroad programs.
Questions or Commenl3?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

(j)
111e Polo Club Shoppos
SCDOChilmplonmw.,5ufteG1D
lloai-. R.~
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Regnier Azevedo and Raphael
Koehle defeated their opposition 8-5 at the top doubles spot

Riegrafplayed at the No. I singles spot and remained perfect
there with a 6-0, 6-0 victory.

"We were ready to play some
good competition today and
from top to bottom in the lineup we took care of business,"
head coach Mike Perez said. •

Tom
Whittaker moved
to 6-4 on the
season with a
6-0, 6-1 victory at the fifth
spot.
Playing in his first
singles match
of the season, Koehle won 6-0,
6-0 at the sixth

sse

7th Season Sweep
Men Tab Care Of St. Thomas

Macko won the fust set 6-2 befurc
his opponent retired in the second.

.-.r..:r

By Sara Quatrock)
The men's tennis team took
care of St. Thomas by the score
of9-0 this afternoon in its seventh sweep of the season.
The Knights
once
again
proved their
depth as their
top two players freshman
LorenzoCava
and
Julien

'A Top-Two Finish
Men's Golf Swingng Strong
By Chad Beattte

Dennis Riegraf and Jan Macko
blanked their opponents 8-0 at
the second !ipQt.

The Knights have not allowed
their opponents a single point
in three-straight matches and
have now blanked nine teams
this season, including three
opponents.

Honduras
Hospitality Management
06/10-06/21
Lynn offers various educational excursions throughout the
year, and students participating in these trips will receive
required credits in their major.

doubles position giving Lynn an
8-2 victol)' in their first appearance as a duo of the season.

Kmghts Sink Sailfish
Lym Basebal Beats P8A 5-1

Three men's golfers finished in the
top-10 to help the
men's golf team to
a second place finish
at the Southeastern
Intercollegiate.

This is the second cmsccutive
toumament and fourth overall that
all th= golfers finished in the topto together. This is the Knigh1s
fiflh top-two finish this season.
KeirMcNicoll
finished a season best fifth
while Gavin
Dear
tied
for sixth and
Hoyt McGarity
placed
ninth.

-
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This is the second consecutive
tournament and fourth overall
that all three golfers finished
in the top-10 together.
McNicol! closed out play
shooting a two-under par 70.

By Chad Beattte
Dear shot a
75 on the day
while McGarity shot one
better for his
seventh top10 finish in
eight tournaments.

A two-run home
run by Nicholas
Bleau in the seventh inning helped
the baseball team
llleooJ
to a 5-l victory
against Palm Beach Atlantic
Monday afternoon.
Bleau went 2-for-4 on the day
and Brandon Mann
extended his hitting
streak to 19 games in
his last at bat. Lyrm
improves to 25-11
overall and PBA falls
to 9-29 .•

Sebastian Salem score a 228

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

Calendar
On Campus
On Campus Recruitment
When: 9:00am-5:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
Who: lNG Financial Partners
What: Financial services and
planning company looking for
full-time and internship seeking-students for financial planner opportunities
More: ingfinancialpartners.com
Jazzerclse
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Career Workshop
When: 2:00pm-3:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Learn how to write professional resumes/cover letters
Baseball Game
When: 3:00pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Florida Gulf Coast
KIC Easter Egg Hunt
When: 3:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Intramural Field
What: Event featuring a boWice
house, OJ, and food for the
children of the Florence Fuller
Child Development Center
Who: VoiWtteers needed
Contact: I en Herzog, ext. 7154
Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Sand volleyball court

mtvU 2006 Campus Invasion Hits Lynn University
Students Participate In A Variety of Events at the mtvU Campus Village
By Jcna Zakany Phot<" by Joe Carc) ami Jcna Zakan)
Yesterday
mtvU
invaded
Lynn's campus, bringing with
them up-and-coming bands
Motion City SoWidtrack, Hellogoodbye, and Straylight RWI
An interactive Campus Village was created by mtvU for
the students at Lynn, and took
place from 12:00 pm- 5:00pm
in the cafeteria.
At the Campus Village, students were able to meet the
bands for autograph signings
and participate in several other
games and activities.
There was a DI Scratch Acad-

emy scratch tutorials, a music
video game show challenge, a
bWigee run competition, and a
Nintendo DS gaming loWige
for the students to participate
in. There were also booths set
up with giveaways for the students and faculty.
mtvU will begin airing footage
from their campus invasions
on April 24. The footage will
be shown on both mtvU and
mtvU Ober (mtvU.com).
Today the iPulse is giving you
a look at all of the events that
took place during the mtvU
Campus Village.
Check the iPulse tomorrow for
coverage of the Motion City
SoWidtrack,
Hellogoodbye,
and Straylight RWI concert,
as well as interviews and indepth coverage of the Campus
Village events. •

~~~
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Lynn University
Honors Colloquiwn is
holding a raffle and selling chocolate to benefit
the March of Dimes, an
organization dedicated to
saving the lives of premature babies.
The event will take place
tomorrow in the cafeteria
from 11 :00 am - I :00 pm.
Prizes include gift certificates to Chick-fil-A, Circuit Cily, and various restaurants in Boca Raton.
Raffie tickets are only S L
Editor: Jcna Zabny. Sparta Editor: Stephanie Baker. Stliff: Bambi Abbott, Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowu, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmons, Britt Davis, Tim Devries, Donovan O'Oowd, Kaitlyn Hughes,
David Hunter, Michael Jacobs, Ian Nahama, Elizabeth M1110n1, A.5hley Roberts, Bn:tt Samuels, Mara Shanes, Elysia Sutherland. Tuductso Tebape, Jenne Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh. F~ulty Advl10r: Myles Ludwig

Palm Beach Rox Help Save Babies

Player of the Week

11th Season Sweep

lnerview5 DcMd Copper6eld

WalcAmeric.o, Samg LNes

Dragcroa 1c Honored ;, sse

WOOlP!II's Terris Wns Agin

By Jena /.1bny

B) Jen,t /akJny

lh Sara f)uatroc~\

By Sara Qu,\!rock\

WalkAmerica:
-fo.--Jooe·
Each year, half a milllo• babies in the U.S. are born prematurely.
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Palm Beach Rox TV, a locally·
based entertainment television

show, recently interviewed
world-famous illusionist Da·
vid Copperfield on Lynn Uni·
versity's Knight Radio.

Palm Beach Rox is a half-hour
show the features the best
of Florida culture, lifestyles,
celebrities, happenings, and
events on television.
Roxanna Cella
is the host of
Palm Beach
Rox TY, and
also hosts a
radio

Roxanna Cella interviewed
David Copperfield at Lynn's
radio station with the help of
engineer Bob Trainor and student Dan Cella, who is also
the Music Director for Palm
Beach Rox.•
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Questioas ... Coaunalls?

E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynmmivenily.nct
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smacked
team leading
Mann
eighth home
run of the season. •

1

P

' .

Starter Lou Leo lasted only
113 of an inning, surrendering two hits, seven runs,
three earned runs while
walking two batters and hitting two.
Lonnie Patterson continued his :solid
pitching ,
picking
up
his fifth ..·in
of the year,
allowing on~
run over 4 113
innings with three k's.
The men return to action to·
day at 3:00 pm when they
host Florida Gulf Coast at
3:00pm.•
;
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The women's tennis team
\
dominated No. 7 Valdosta
l ' "
State today in its II th sweep
of the season as the Fighting Knights took down the Lynn University moves to
26-13 overall and 8-7 in the
Blazers S-0.
Sunshine State Conference
The Knights were play- while Nova moves to 23-14
ing with a chip on the their and 6-6.
shoulder after the Blazers
beat them in the quarterfi- Both teams combined for
nals of last year's Division IS runs and 13 hits while
II National Championships. sending 27 batters to the
plate over I hour and five
The Knights came out and minutes in the first inning of
took over from the first game one.
. .!" •
serve in the doubles matches, winning at all three posi',~ l ! I :1 , fC '
5
tions for the 14th time this
~J.
.
..
-~
I
I
'~
season.•

Join WalkAmerica and a mil"Dragana played very well
lion compassionate people nationwide who care about sav- this week and showed a lot
of emotion on the courts
ing babies.
to help pump up her team
Do it in the name of someone against some tough comyou love - a premature baby, petition this week," head
a healthy baby, your own baby coach Mike Perez said. •
SpHts
or the baby of a family memValdosta Vld:.orious Win & l..os$ Wih NcMJ SE
ber or friend.
B} Chad Bcatltc
Men's Terris !Us To No. 1 VS
To sign up on the Lynn team,
f ••
.
•
go to walkamerica.org and By Sara f)uatH ><. b
register on the Lynn Univer~~
~
Over the weekend Valdosity Honors team.
sta State proved its strength
win a 5-2 victory of the No.
The baseball team split its
S Lynn men's tennis team.
double-header with Nova
After wmnmg two of Southeastern Saturday af·
temoon, falling 20-9 in
three doubles, the Knights
couldn't keep the mo- game one and winning 6-2
in game two.
mentum in singles action.
Freshman Julien Carsuzaa
notched the only singles victory at second position. The
Knights will play their final
regular season match against
games
Barry on Wednesday.•

! •. •

1M a.r. Shojlpes
SOJO a..mplon llvd.SulteG1D
fl. ) J-496
Tot. 561--

State scored 23 on March 6,
2001.

.i

Women's
·~
nis Player
the Week toPremature birth is the leading day after wincause of newbora death and
ning three singles matches
many lifelong disabilities.
this week for the Knights.
Lynn University is helping the
March ofDimes fight prematu- Ilic helped the #5 Knights
rity by taking steps in WalkA- to victories over #8 Eckerd,
non-conference rival St.
mcrica.
Thomas, and #14 Valdosta
WalkAmerica will be held lo- State while downing her opcally on FAU's campus on ponents at the fourth singles
April 22 at 9:00 am.
position.

J

The 20 runs allowed by Lynn
are the most since Michigan
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Question of the Day mtvU Campus Invasion

Candy Sale and Raffle
When: 11:00 am-1:00pm
Where: Cafeteria Lobby
What: Purchase a raffie ticket
to win a gift certificate for a
free dinner, or purchase a variety of candy!
More: Proceeds benefit the
March of Dimes, an organization to help save the lives of
premature babies
Who: Sponsored by the Lynn "' liked it. My friends and I
oompeted in the music video
Honors Colloquium
c:hallenege, and that was cool."
4th Annual Lynn University
Graduation Golf Classic
When: II :45 am registration,
I :00 pm shotgun start
Where: Boca Country Club
What: An opportunity for
students and parents to get together for a memorable event
just before graduation
More: Proceeds support the
Lynn University Blue & White
Club, providing scholarships
for student-athletes and more
Cost: $15 per /player, $600
per fouresome
Contact: ppeterson@lynn.edu
Yoga
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobics room, 3rd
floor, Lynn Residence Hall

-Carolina Suarez, Sophomore

"' dido't like it. I thought it

would be more MTV wiJb people that I knew from shows."
-Sari Delmar, Frabman

On Monday the Lynn University campus was taken over my
mtvU's Campus Invasion.

I

"' loved it. I thought it WDS
awesome.They did an amaziog job."

I

.

"l didn't like it. The sound
quality wasn't good and the
bands waen't into it.~

mtvU Campus Village

.

-, .
·'!'~ ~

-Brandon Ackerman, Freshman -Lindsay Razm, Sophomore
lr.porfed By .lena .r..Aay

/
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Lynn University was fortunate
enough to be included in this
exclusive Invasion Tour.

A look At The Day's Mrlts With mlvU
By Elysm Sutherland
mtvU is right in the middle
of its 2006 Campus Invasion
Tour, where they head to over
30 campuses across the country, one of which was Lynn.
mtvU is becoming wildly popular amongst college students,
and their visit here to Lynn
was eagerly awaited.

The Lynn University
Honors Colloquium is
holding a raffle and selling eandy to benefit the
March of Dimes, an organization dedicated to
saving the lives of premature babies.

Lynn's campus was invaded
on Monday, and not only did
they bring a roc kin' concert,
but they also had activities and
booths set up for students to
enjoy during the day.

Prizes include gift certificates to Chick-fil-A, Cil'cuit City, and various restauronts in Boca Raton.
Raffie tickets are only $1.

By Mara Shancs. Photos By Joe Corey & Jcna Zakony

mtvU has been traveling to
different schools all over the
country and exposing them to
this year's top emerging artists:
Motion City Sountrack, Hellogoodbye, and Stray light Run.

Fitness Center Training
When: 6:00pm-9:00pm
Where: Fitness Center
What: Personal trainer available for drop-ins

The event will take place
today in the cafeteria
from 11 :00 am • 1:00pm.

Motion Oy Soundrock, Hellogooclbye, Slrayf~ Run

What did you think of the mtvU
Cam us Invasion?

There was a music video
game show challenge, a bungee run competition, and a
Nintendo OS gaming lounge.
There were booths set up with
giveaways and information to
help coach students on how to
get good jobs and internships.

Students were also given the
chance to learn how to scratch
and OJ with OJ Mano from the
Scratch Academy. The Scratch
Academy booth allowed students to experience knowledge from a professional OJ,
as well as a chance to record
their work and take it home.

One of the more notable performances of the night by this
group was when they performed their soaring, pianodriven single "Existentialism
I

-
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The last group to perform was
certainly the most eagerly anticipated group of the night:
Motion City Soundtrack. Motion City Soundtrack is a rock
quintet that combines polished
pop-punk and a unique moog
synthesizer. The students went
nuts for this band.

.

.

I
I

A special concert was set up
in Lynn's gymnasium that was
free for the entire Lynn community. Students and faculty
were also allowed to bring one
guest to the event

-
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After the first few guitar licks
and hits of the drum, a mosh
pit had started in the middle of
the floor, and the audience was
going crazy for the music. Motion City Soundtrack kept everyone dancing, excited, and
engrossed in the music until
their very last chord.

dience.

The iPulse was given the opportunity to speak with OJ Mano,
who said that the Scratch Academy, and himself, "visit different colleges to teach those
interested in musical entertainment and how to OJ."

Hellogoodbye, a fairly wellknown band who played at
MTV's Spring Break, kicked
off the concert Monday night.
The crowd went crazy for
Hellogoodbye 's tight melodies
and SO's synths. This Orange
County foursome was a great
start to the night.

The Scratch Academy as three
locations around the United
States: Miami, Los Angeles,
and the Bronx in NYC.
Overall the day was filled with
activities that kept the students
entertained until the night's
exclusive concert. •

The next band that performed
was Straylight Run, a band led
by a brother and sister team originating from Long Island, NY.

Anyone who entered the gymnasiwn Monday night could
feel the excitement and energy
caused by this concert. The
students of Lynn University
are grateful to have experienced the mtvU Campus !ovasion, and enjoyed a day full of
fun and music. •

Editor: lena Zakauy. Sportl Editor: Stephanie Baker. StafF: Bambi Abbott. Jade Berez. Brittany Bialowu, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmooa, Britt Davia, Tim Devries, Donovan O'Dowd, Kaitlyn Hughes,
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WalkAmerica:
wlip--boeEach year, half a million babies in the U.S. are born prematurely.
Premature birth is the leading
cause of newborn death and
many lifelong disabilities.
Lynn University is helping the
March ofDimes fight prernaturity by taking steps in WallcA-

Thewomeo'stennisteamlmocked
off Barry University by !he score
of7-2 Monday at1mlooo.

"I am vo:oy impressed with !he way
we fuught in aU the matches against
!his high level of canpetition..."
head coach Mike Perez said.

merica.
"Domino" is an action-packed
movie loosely based on a true
story of female bounty hunter
Domino Harvey.
Keira Knightly plays a highsociety debutante who begins
her adulthood by following
her mother's (Jacqueline Bisset) footsteps and becoming a
fashion model. She soon quits
modeling, drops out ofcollege,
and pursues a professional career as a bounty hunter.

WalkAmerica will be held locally on FAU's campus on
April 22 at 9:00 am.

Join WalkAmerica and a million comp11S8ionate people nationwide who care about saving babies.
Do it in the name of someone
you love - a premature baby,
a healthy baby, your own baby
or the baby of a family member or friend.

She meets bounty hunters Ed
Mosbey (Mickey Rourke) and
Choco (Edgar Ramirez), becomes wildly popular, and is
featured in a reality TV show
based on bounty hunting.

To sign up on the Lynn team,
go to wallcamerica.org and
register on the Lynn University Honors team.

Life turns crazy for Domino
when a series of events lead
her right in the middle of an
FBI investigation.

inv~

For more info~
thewalkorhowro- cm
00

~-----" -~•

jzakany@t'::i)llllll~~

Anyone who enjoys action
films, fight scenes, drama,
twists, turns, and comedy will
enjoy this film.
Crystal's Rating:

..

(3/5)
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Whitehouse shook off an average first round score of 82 to
improve seven strokes and fire
a team-best 75, heading into
the clubhouse tied for ninth individually.

the No. 2 singles position,
Schunk won
6-2, 6-2 to put
Lynn ahead 41 in the match.

Soon there after, Shelton won
the fight at No. S singles with
a 6-4, 2~. 6-2 _victory. At the
top singles spot, Weltz won
with a 2~. 7~. I 0-6 victory. •

~e

--OIIoSIIwos
WJOa._...-.-610

Boeker quickly won at the
six
singles
spot in a 6-1,
6-0 victory. At

Norkute defeated her competitor 7~. 6-4 for the Knights
fifth and decided point.

Overall the movie was full of
entertainment and non-stop
action. Personally, this viewer
believed that the movie lacked
detail about Domino's life before bounty hunting.
However, it does not take long
to figure out what is going on
and how Domino came to be
who she is today.

Vici Weltz and Gedvile Norkute defeated their opposition
at the second position pushing
to 16-0 on the season.

Lynn University's women's The Lynn University men's
golf team shot rounds 325 and golf team are in the driver's
315 in the first two rounds of seat at the Sunshine State Conthe Sunshine State Conference ference Tournament, leading
Tournament and are only three by eight strokes heading into
strokes out of second place the final round.
heading into the final day of
Hoyt McGarcompetition.
ity is currently on pace
Elisabeth Whitehouse
for his third
tournament
victory this
season after
shooting par
-~==:~"'"on the 7,202yard par 72
"The conditions weren't op- Lake Jovita course.
timal for anyone today but
we managed to improve ten McGarity was outstanding on
strokes in the second round and the first 17-holes, shooting Sare primed to make a move on under par before an unfortuthe final day," said head coach nate triple-bogey on his last
hole of the first round.
Courtney Bibby.

Just strokes
behind
is
Elise Brandt,
who shot two
co n s i s t e n t
rounds of 80
and 79, and is
12th overall.
With a scorecard of 160, Natasha Morgan is tied for 13th
while Katy McNicoll and Ali
Beuckman are 18th and 20th
individually.
Lynn University is one of two
teams with all of its starting
five in the top-20. •

The senior golfer shot a oneover par 73 in the second
round, heading into the clubhouse with a 144 total.
Keir McNicoll, who has
finished in the top- I 0 in
his last four tournaments,
is tied for fifth with a I 50
scoring total.
Matt
Bookatz is tied
for ninth with
rounds of 72
and 79 while
Sebastian
Salem
had
scorecards
77 and 79.
.....JL--.....tl.....l

or

Gavin Dear was tied for third
after the first round after firing
a 74 but dropped with a second
round 83.•

Girls & Sports
A Comic &y Juslin Borus and Andrew Feinslein

Calendar
On Campus
:IIu&wW:
Jazzercise
When: 12:15 pm- I :15 pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Exhibition Cooking Program
Where: Culinary room
What: Cake Decorating Exhibition by Chef Craig
Career Workshop
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Interview skiUs
Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Sand volleyball court
Free Pizza and Movie
When: 8:00 pm
Where: Green Center
What: Basketball Diaries

.Eddu
Spring Holiday
What: No classes for students
Baseball Game
When: 3:00 pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Saint Leo
What: SSC Game

.5ll1ii.I:IW
Baseball Game
When: !2:00pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Saint Leo
What: SSC DH Game

WHEN:
8:00pm
WHERE:

deHoernle lecture hall, Green
Center
SPONSORED BY:
Substance Abuse Internship Program

CONTACT:

gdedna@lynn.edu, ext. 7468

Good Friday Passover Begins GottaHave
Just Another Day Off?

Ar. Eigt Day Observance

B~

Great Gadgets

B~

By

l
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Students at Lynn are excited
about the upcoming long weekend; many feel it is a weU-deserved and long overdue break.
But how many have taken the
time to ponder on the importance of this long weekend?
For members of the Christian
faith, Friday is a very important day: it is Good Friday.

Br~tt

Samuels

For those who hate having a
bulky laptop bag, and for those
who love to make a fashion
statement out of computer accessories, this gadget is perfect.

Passover is the eight day observance that commemorates
the freedom and exodus of
the Jewish slaves from Egypt
during the reign of Pharaoh
Ramses IT.

Sony has release a small,
though slightly non-ergonomic, wireless mouse called the
Sony SMU-WMlO that compliments the sleek design of its
expensive and high-tech Vaio
computers.

In the fourth Century, the Apostolic constirutions described
Good Friday as
Passover begins on the 15th
a day of moumday of the Jewish month ofNising, not a !Sll)'
san. As the Jewish day begins
of festive joy,
at sundown the night before,
because G~
Passover began last night.
Friday is the
Friday on which
This holiday is a time of famChristians remember the an- ily gatherings and lavish meals
niversary of the crucifixion of called Seders, during which The mouse connects wirelessly
Jesus Christ.
the story of Passover is re- to any computer's USB port,
told through the reading of the and fearures a scroll wheel.
During
Good Haggadah.
Friday services,
Christians mediHAPPY ' The story of
tate on Jesus
Passover begins
PASSOVER
Christ's suffering
about
3,000
i
and death, and
years ago, when
what this means to their faith.
the
Israelites
were enslaved by the Egyptians
Christian doctrine states that until Moses was instructed by
Jesus' death was an act oflove, God to go to the pharaoh and
which signifies that Christ died demand freedom ofhis people.
While it may not be the best
for the sins of humankind.
mouse to use for long periods
Christians believe that through The pharaoh ignored Moses' of time, it's a great look, and a
Christ's death, was purchased, plea to "let my people go," and great way to save room in that
for all men, a resurrection from still ignored Moses when he carrying case.
death to eternal life as sons and warned the pharaoh that God
daughters of God.
would send plagues on Egypt This gadget is even perfect for
bringing to school and using
if he did not comply.
Many wonder why this day
with the Lynn computers (beof mourning is referred to as In response to the pharaoh's in- cause everyone knows those
"good," and explanations for solence, God unleashed the ten ancient mice in the library
this vary: The word "Good" plagues, the last of which was stick all of the time).
used to have a secondary the slaying of the first born.
meaning of "holy," but it is
The Sony SMU-WMIO wireultimately accepted that it is a To protect themselves from less is available in several colGood Friday because the trag- this curse, the Israelites were ors (red, silver, blue, or black).
edy that Jesus suffered during instructed to mark their dwell- This mouse can be purchased
the crucifixion brought about a ings with lamb's blood so that for about $50 at SonyStyle at
greater good.
God could identify and "pass the Town Center Mall, or onover" their homes, hence the line at sony.com. •
So as the long weekend and name Passover.
day of rest for school is celebrated, take a moment to re- When the pharaoh finaUy gave
member the meaning of the the Israelites their freedom,
day to those who hold this as a they left their homes so quickly
holy day, as well as an enjoy- that they did not have any time
able day off of school. •
to bake their breads, so they
packed raw dough with them,
which baked in the hot sun into
hard crackers called matzohs.
To commemorate this event,
Jews eat matzoh in place of
bread during Passover. •

.. ,y.
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Help Save Babies
WdkArnerico, Saving Lives
By Jcna Zakan}

WalkAmerica:
...Jifor-J"Gioe.Each year, half a million babies in the U.S. are born premarurely. Premarure birth is
the leading cau•e of newborn
death and many lifelong disabilities.
Lynn University is helping
the March of Dimes fight prematurity by taking steps in
WalkAmerica, which will be
held locally on FAU's campus
on April 22 at 9:00 am.
Join WalkAmerica and a million compassionate people nationwide who care about saving babies.
Do it in the name of someone
you love - a premarure baby,
a healthy baby, your own baby
or the baby of a family member or friend.
To sign up on the Lynn team,
go to walkamerica.org and
register on the Lynn University Honors team.

Campus Vrews
Today's New look
B} Ashle} Rohcrts

A glass tile window is usually
just that, but sometimes it can
hold an added beauty, creating
a unique waterfall window.
When it's raining, stand inside
the EM Lynn Residence Center
stairwells and watch the glass.
The rain creates the effect of
a small waterfall against the
pane. Take a look at the waterfall window fearured in today's

Campus View. •

Editor: Jena Zakany. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. Starr: Bambi Abbott, Jade Bcrez, Brittany Bialowu, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clenunons, Brin Davis, Tim Devries, Donovan O'Oowd, Kaitlyn Hughes:
David Hunter, MichaelJBCObs, Ian Nahama. Elizabeth Muons, Ashley Roberts, Brett Samueb, Mara Sbann, Elysia Sutherland, TuduetJo Tebape, Jenna Ulbrich, Nicole Walah. Faculty Advisor: Myles LudMg

Donovan's Dugout Diaries
An Inside Look At Knight Baseball
By Dono\ an O'Do\\d

sse Title Earned

Knights Beat FGCU

Women's GolfTOU'IlCII11el1t

Another Wn For Men's Gel

Team Soars OYer Eagles

B~

By Chad Bcattte

B) Sara Quatnx k\

Second In SSCktion
Chad B~attt~

Last weekend the Knights
traveled to Nova Univenity
for a crucial three-game series
against the Sharks.

All five men's golfers finished in the top-13 to help the
Knights claim the 2006 Sunshine State Conference Tournament title, the
program history.

In the first game on Friday,
Lynn pitcher Cedric Bennet
battled through the first few innings and was saved by Jimmy
Bacon's great defensive plays.
The Knights were unable to
capitalize on Nova's mistakes,
and the Sharks won S to 4.

In game two on Saturday, the
Knights came out firing, scoring seven runs in the first inning, and knocking out Nova's
star pitcher.

However,

Nova

came

Even this amazing home run
couldn't phase the Sharks, who
went out smiling and beating
the Knights 20 to 9.

on

strong and put up eight runs
in the first inning and knocked
out starting pitcher Andrew
Majores and relief pitcher
Austin Johnson. This is when
the frustration started to kick
in for the Knights.
Helmets were being thrown after
strike outs, bats
were being blamed
into the ground af- . . .
ter players were \..
·~
out, and pitchers .lld....A
hurled their gloves into the
dugout after being pulled out
of the game.
The Knights were unable to score
another run until the seventh inning when Alberto Destrade hit
a monstrous home run over the
center field fence. Titis run was
an estimated 420 feet

._,..

~

Game three on
Saturday was a
must-win situation
for the Knights,
who lost 7 out of
the last II games
they've played.

Lynn shortstop Ricky Gerena
led the way in Game 3 with a
home run and three RBI. Nick
Boisvert also gained a home
run for the Knights. Lynn
pitcher Lonnie Patterson kept
the Sharks in check and helped
get the S-2 victory over Noca.
Second baseman Brandon
Mann snapped a 21-game
hit streak, which tied him for
the second-longest streak in
Lynn's history.
It was game three where the
Knights finally came together
and played as a team. The atmosphere in the dugout was
much less intense than that of
the second game, and everyone
was very enthusiastic, showing
that when the Knights are positive and enthusiastic in the dugout, they are unstoppable. •

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

IJ)
liM!I'OioCiub~

5010 Chalopioft lhd.. Suite 61 D

Boa-R. H496
Tot. 561--

.fu -561-994-9250
...............

Your letter
could be fea-

tured in the
!Pulse!

Five top-20 finishes highlighted a second place finish at the
SSC Tournament for the women's golf team.
Elisabeth Whitehouse and 'ata5.ha
Morgan both finished in the top! 0 as the Knights
matched their best
finish at the SSC Tournament.

Keir McNicol! missed his second career
individual title
by one stroke but was named to
the SSC All-Tournament Team
along with Hoyt McGarity.

''Today was another difficult
day, not just for us but for everyone in the tournament," said
head coach Courtney Bibby.

This is the fourth tournament
victory of the season for the
Blue and White and seventh
top-three finish in nine tournaments.

"I'm extremely happy with our
team's finish but hope we can
improve our play before the
South Regional Tournament."
Whitehouse finished seventh
individually, notching her
sixth top-IS finish this season
and third top-I 0 performance,
shooting a third round 79 to
close out the tournament with
a 236 scoring total.
Despite firing
an 80 on the
final day, Morgan
finished
tied for I Oth,
her fourth topIOfinish.

sse

"We really rebounded
from
a tough second
round to show
some toughness
and grit on a difficult course." said
first-year
head Greenwood
coach Chris Greenwood.
McNicol! returned to first
round form when he fired a 72,
improving nine strokes from
the second round for a 69.

Harrison Lam belted a single
to left center in bottom of the
I Oth inning, scoring junior
Felix Martinez from third
base to push the Lynn University baseball team past Florida
Gulf Coast University by the
score of S-4 in non-conference
action.
Pitching 6.0 stellar innings of
relief for the Fighting Knights
(27·13), sophomore Craig
Sheets evened his record to
2-2 on the season out of the
bullpen.
Sheets fanned five batters, allowing just one run on two hits
in Lynn's second extra inning
ballgame of the season.
Martinez and senior Jimmy
Bacon each led the Knights
with two base hits apiece as
eight different Lynn batters
reached base on a hit.
The Knights
look to make
a move up the
Sunshine State
Conference

~---· weekend
ladder

this
as
they host Saint Leo in a threegame series.

.,..,,.,_.~

Just one stroke stood between
Elise Brandt and Katy McNicol!, who finished tied for
14th and 16th while Ali Beuckman placed in the top-20 for
the second time this year.

Gavin Dear, Matt
Bookatz and Sebastian
Salem
all tied for 13th
with three-day
totals of229.

The first home game of the
weekend is scheduled for tomorrow at 3:00pm.

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Ju!Jin Boi"U$ and Andrew Feinstein
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Question of the Day

Easter Treat
Kids Celebrate At lynn

What do you tlllnk about Lynn's cafeteria food?

By Bambi Abbott

Career Workshop
When: 11:00am-12:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Working in the United
States: Employment Options
Who: for International students
Contact: kcatalina@lynn.edu
Jazzerclse
When: 12:15 pm- l:IS pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00 pm - S:OO pm
Where: Aerobics Room, Jrd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall

"It's not home-cooked meals,
but it's good. It's regular food
like anywhere else."
-Daniel Silverstein, Freshman

-Deirdre Knobeloch, Junior

The children from the Florence
Feller Development Center received an early Easter treat last
Wednesday when they took a
trip to Lynn University to visit
the Easter bunny.

-Joe McFarland, Senior

Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - S:OO pm
Where: Sand volleyball court

When the kids arrived on campus, they were able to participate in a huge Easter egg hunt.
The eggs were stuffed with
candy, and there were also Easter goody baskets to be won.

Campus Views
Today's New Look
By A.!.W.:y Roberts
"I wouldn't know. I have never stepped food in the cafeteria
because I commute."
-Garrett Appleton, Junior

"Actually, I like it. There is a
lot of variety. You can have
pizza, pasta, salad, etc."
-Sophia Benzined, Senior · •

"It's horrible.! haven't been in
there since Freshman year."
-Jason Sobel, Senior

The view of the main entrance
to the deHoemle Sports and
Cultural Center can be seen in
many different ways.
Perhaps it is a mirror image
of steps to the top, or maybe
the look is architectural in nature, constructed to look like a
bright blue waterfall.
It might even just simply be
a wall displaying a building
name, with no hidden meaning
behind it.
Everything can look different
when looked at a certain way,
depending on the person who
is looking at it.
Stroll by the entrance to the
Sports and Cultural Center and
take a look for a few minutes.
See what the first thing that
comes to mind is when looking at today's campus view.•

----~~- :

The children beamed with energy and appreciation throughout the entire event. One child
excited exclaimed, ''This is all
for us!" while waiting in line
before the egg hunt.

Students who dressed for suecess and had their resumes
ready were able to connect
with nearly 200 recruiters
from the fields of hospitality,
business, social services, education, and communications at
Career Expo 2006.
The March 29 event held in
the Gym included a recordbreaking 85 companies/organizations who were looking
for students to fill their parttime and full-time jobs as well
as internships. Approximately
300 students participated.
During the four-hour event,
many students were provided
with the chance to apply for
jobs or internships and quite
a few were scheduled for interviews during the next few
days. Offers have already been
made to a number of graduating seniors.
Some of the jobs being recruited for include:

After the egg hunt, the children
were able to participate in a
variety of activities, including
egg dyeing, making balloon
animals, getting fake tattoos,
decorating cookies, eating
pizza and cotton candy, and
jumping in a bounce house.

A big thank you goes to all of
the student organizations and
volunteers on campus who
helped bring smiles to these
children's faces this Easter. •

•Management Traininee
•Relationship Banker
•Financial Advisor
•Events Coordinator
•Asst. Branch Sales Manager
•Social Worker

•Online News Content Assistant
•Police Officer
•Software Systems Analyst
Employers said that many
of our students were dressed
professionally and had great
resumes, but we still need to
improve on the appearance of
other students who attended.

ments from this
year's
Expo
soon. Thanks
to all who ....., ..
helped the Career Center to

...~

Editor: Jena Zakany. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. Staff: Bambi Abbott. Jade Berez, Brinany Bialowu, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmona,. Britt Davia, Tim Devries, Donovan O'Dowd. Kaitlyn Hughes,
David Hunter, Michael Jacobs, Ian Nahama. Elizabeth Masons. Ashley Roberta, Brett Samuels, Mara Shanes. Elysia Sutherland. TuduetJo Tebape, Jcnna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh. F•eu:lty Advllor: Myles Ludwig

Benes Dropped

Are you feeling ...
left out? lonely? life
a mess? stressed?
scared? sad? mad?

frazzled? fearful?
tearful? tests? tissues? issues? impuls~? irritable? insecure? anxious? OIWJrY?
apathetic?
upset? unmotiwated?
UIISUI'C? 1111C11"911"ized?
out-of-place? overwhelmed? on-theedge? obsessive?
compulsive? confused?
crying? lying? 6ting? depressed? distracted? down? don't
care? drinking? drama?
d"'9!Jing? rEjected?
roommates? homesick?
aggress~?

worried? nenous? nauseous? vomiting? blue?

~~
~T
Maybe the Counseling
Center CCIII help . ••

lay Chad Beattie

Alex
was

WalkAmerica-
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Each year, half a millioa babies in the U.S. are born prematurely. Premature birth is
the leading cause or newborn
death and many lifelong disabilities.

..The men's baseball team laid
dormant in a 2-0 loss in game
one against Saint Leo but woke
up to win 8-4 in game two on
Saturday afternoon.

Lynn University is helping
Nic-ola Bois-

the March of Dimes fight prematurity by taking steps in
WalkAmerica, which will be
held locally on FAU's campus
on April 22 at 9:00 am.

g
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~
went
4-flM'-4 with
~
homerun
in game two
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For more information about
the walk or how YOU,
involved on campu~
Lynn C ni\·t rsity Team C
JenaZakaoyat:jl·~·WJ.WI
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The Knights also finished the
regular season schedule undefeated in conference action and
will be the #I seed in the SSC

his
was aJ.
ready a great

~A i c;w;

sixth victory
of the season as the Knights
move to 28-15 overall and 9-9
in the sse.

Candice
VanderVeen
picked up her
first victory
of the season
coming
in
the extra in·
ning game in
relief.

Nunn

Game two started off drastically different that the previous game as Lynn saw its first
five batters reach safely, with
Jimmy Bacon and George
Brandner driving in runs to
make it3-0.
Pat-

Queslioas orCemmeats?
E-mail tht iPulse at
ipulse@Jyonuniwrsity.net

Tennis Player
of the Week
today
guiding
Knights to a
7-2 victory over Barry University last Monday.

Boisvert

the season.

To sign up on the Lynn team,
go to walkamerica.org and
register on the Lynn University Honors team.

The softball team completed
the Sunshine State Conference three-game sweep over
Tampa today by taking the
doubleheader with scores of
7-6 and 3-2 (9 inn.) to improve to 23-18 overall and 714 in league action.

Lon-

Join WalkAmerica and a million compassionate people nationwide who care about saving babies.

Do it in the name of someone
you love - a premature baby,
a healthy baby, your own baby
or the baby of a family member or friend.

the
Women ' s

nie Patterson

·Free and Confidential
·Located in Student
Services (tMI..ym)
·Monday-Thursday
8:00 am - 8:00 pm
·Fri. 8:00am - 5:00 pm
·Stop by or Call:
(!561) 237-7237

Plnyer Of The Week I
Sc:tnh Gets sse ~:I
B; Sun!.~lro.:};:.y
. ~

I

lbebaU Falls To Soirt Leo

out the
for his
Patte~
first save this
season and second of his career.
The Knights take on StThomas
today in Miami at 6:00 pm. •

pllrer when
shl= came here
1h~
season
but she has
improved her
game tremenPen!z
dously as the
season has gone on," head
coach Mike Perez said.

vandef\'een

Meghan Osborne
led
the Knights
~..,,..,. offensive at.tack. combining for eight
Curcio
hits
plate
during the afternoon.
Candice VanderVeen and
Rachel Foster and Meghan
Osborne each tallied three
hits apiece . •

Schunk, the 23rd ranked singles player in the country, defeated # 16 player at the second
singles position by the score
of 6-2, 6-2 to improve to 13-2
overall this season.
Also against the Bucs, Schunk and freshman Ali Boeker
moved to 14-1 together as a
double duo with an 8-1 victory
at #3 doubles. •

r.:

Calendar
On Campus
Student Leader Day
When: 9:00am- 12:00 pm
Where: Henke Wing
What: Learn valuable information about being a student
leader and expressing ideas
Who: For all student leaders
in the upeoming school year,
including RAs and SGA
Contact: Jen Herzog, ext.
7154 or jherzog@lynn.edu
Stress Workshop
When: 12:00 pm
Where: 2nd Floor, International Building
What: Live, Love, and Learn:
Learning to Manage Stress

Question of the Day Fleisher's Follies

How do you feel about the BBQ grill
that is this year's Senior gift to Lynn?

Bj \,hie' HPhcrh
"Grave Concerns" is not the
only success story that Fleisher
has to tell. He has also written
several other plays that have
been published by The Dramatic Publishing Company
and Smith & Kraus.
called
"Grave Concerns."

"' think something else would
have been better."

"Hopefully it will be big
enough for us all to see.~

-Shannon Jones. Senior

These plays have been conducted both rehearsed and cold
readings all across the United
States.
The latest production of the
series was this past weekend
at the Sandler Center in Boca
Raton, presented by the West
Boca Theater Company and
directed by Genie Croft.

Yoga
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobias room, 3rd
ftoor, Lynn Residence Hall
Student Parkb}g Committee
When: 3:00pm
Where: Student Services,
EMLynn Residence Hall
What: For anyone wishing to
appeal a Lynn parking ticket

lynn Professor And Accomplished Author

"That sounds like a good idea.

"It's a cool idea. People will

It gives people more to do here
on campus."
-Brooke Peterson, Senior

get use out of il"
-Brittany Rudich, Sophomore

Fitness Center Training
When: 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Where: Fitness Center
What: Personal trainer available for drop-ins

The plays were performed on
the stage, scripts in-hand, and
were a great success. After
the show there was a "talkback" featuring the actors and
Fleisher himself.
The presentation of "Grave
Concerns" was performed as a
part of the First Annual South
Florida Theater Festival.

"' think it's a great idea. It
would be fim to have a picnic

~1 don't think it's thai great of

an idea."

together.~

-Andrea Zabriskie, Sophomore

-Liz Wmeriter.. Sophomore

Raporled ByJassita a...-

The Theater Festival is a series
of plays presented at various
theaters across Palm Beach,
Broward, and Miami-Dade
counties, and it starts on April
I and goes through April 30.

Fleisher's specialties don't
end with plays; he also writes
nonfiction books. His most
notable work in the nonfiction
arena is his book, Death of an
American: The Killing of John
Singer, published by Continuum Publishing Co. out of New
York, NY.
Fleisher has been a professor
here at Lynn since 1999, and
he teaches Drama and English
classes in both the English and
Communications departtnents.
He has won several 'awards
for his play writing, and is a
member of the Authors Guild,
as well as the Theater League
of South Florida, a group dedicated to bringing more people
into the non-profit and community theaters while promoting theater education ..
More information on the South
Florida Theater
Festival can be
found at www.SouthFloridaTheater.com, and information on the Theater League of
South Florida can be found at
TheatreLeague.net. •
~ Soutt-> ::tvnda
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------ Student Organization Profile: International Affairs Society
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Club On Campus Cares About World Issues And Lynn University Events
By- Jcnmtcr rk< 11\h•. Lln
The International Affairs Society (lAS) is a student-run organization on campus whose primary concern is issues around
the world.
Each Thursday members meet
on the 5th ftoor of EMLynn
to discuss and debate world
issues, particularly those of
business, culture, and politics.

The officers
of IAS arc
as follows:
Jean Nat-

var,

Presi-

dent; M~rk - ..:.......-.- . Bruce, Vice
Nezivar
President; Stine Svenningsen,
Treasurer; Brooke Peterson,
Secretary.

Dr. Markheta Wright is the FacIAS is comprised of many
hard-working and dedicated
students who work together to
make this student organization
a success.

ulty Advisor, Makiko Hamada
is the Membership Coordinator, and Michael Dettelbach is
in charge of Marketing for the
International Affairs Society.

Many hours of organmng
events on Lynn's campus are
a part of the routine for members ofiAS; recently they held
the fimdraiser "A Dollar for
Guatemala," in which money
was raised for those in need
who live in Guatemala.
Other events that IAS has recently participated in are the
St. Patrick's Day Ping Pong
Tournament, Lynn University's Multi-Cultural Day, Relay
for Life, and, most recently,
a successful night of Internationa! Poetry Reading.

Many of these students will be
participating in the UN Conference here at Lynn this Sat-

urday, Apri122.

Ping Pong Tournament Winners

Last week the International
Affairs Society sent seven students (Jean Nezivar, Bernard
Ru, Emir Erkan, Ellen Struijk,
Yuriko Tsuiji, Stine Svenningsen and Aron Gunkelman) to
represent Lynn University in
the Model UN conference that
was held in California.

Members of IAS are currently
planning on a movie screening
in which they will show Lynn
students Haitian culture in
hopes to unite the campus staff
and students.
Any student interested in joining the International Affairs
Society is encouraged to attend
one of the meetings, which are
held on Thursdays. •
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David Hunter, Micbael Jacobs, Ian Nahama. Elizabeth Masons, Aahley Roberta, Brett Samueb, Mara Sbmea, Elysia Sutherland, Tuduetso Tebape, Jenna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh. Faculty Ad.vllor: Myles Ludwig

Are you feeling...

left out? lonely? life
a mess? stressed?
scared? sad? mad?
frazzled? fearlul?
tear-ful? tests? tissues? issues? impulsive? irritable? insecure? anxious? angry?
oggressiw:? apathetic?
~t? unmotivated?
INUre? unorganized?
out-of-place? overwhelmed? on-theedge? obsessive?
compulsive? confused?
crying? lying? dying? depressed? distracted? down? don't
~?drin~ng?~

Help Saw Babies

Women Geor Up For 2006 Seoson

B' knJ /JI<,nl\

B:. l h"J

WalkAmerica

The women's soccer team
signed eight players for the
2006 season announced head

...,jijx...,_,.,...~<>c>c-

Each year, llalf a million babies in the U.S. are born prematurely. Premature birth is
the leading cause of newborn
death and many lifelong disabilities.
Lynn University is helping
the March of Dimes fight prematurity by taking steps in
WaikAmerica, which will be
held locally on FAU's campus
on Apri122 at 9:00 am.

drugging? rejected?
I"''OOMMCrtes? homesick?
worried? nervous? nau-

seous? vomiting? blue?

~

March
~ ojl)imes-

Maybe the Counseling
Center can help ...

B~Jlll~

~h_!t~kya .
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The Knights graduated eight
seniors from last year's team
and could field a squad with
eight underclassmen.
Four of Lynn's signees hail
from Florida, while three are
from Canada, and one hails
from Colorado.

Worth, Fla., and also played
for Palm Beach United Soccer Club.
Jennifer Perreault will be joining her fellow PB United teammate and reuniting with former
Royal Palm Beach High school
teammate and current member
of the Lynn University soccer
team, Vanessa Zalis.
Natalie Feller and Megan Walsh
are the two remaining Florida
players to sign with Lynn.

-.-....-

Join WalkAmerica and a million compassionate people nationwide who care about saving babies.

"Brittany [Evernden] is a playmaking type central midfielder
and Amanda [Romeo Gallo] is
a very aggressive, hard working defensive central player."
Orezzoli said.

The two are club teammates
for Calgary Celtic FOt78 .
Evernden was a three-yea letterwinner for Lord Beaverbrook, helping her school to
the province semifinals while
playing in the Calgary city aUstar game.
Rijavec was also a three-year
letterwinner at Central Mem<r
rial High School and helped
her team to a second place finish at the city championships.

The final Canadian is Amanda
Romeo Gallo. A midfielder
from Woodbridge, Ontario
scored I 0 goals and I 5 assists
and was the team captain her

~~

~~

~T

Soccer Team Signs Eight

w~. SaWlg l.Ne$

senior season.
Feller, a goalkeeper, was a
four-year letterwinner at Merritt Island High School where
she helped guide the Mustangs
to a 20-3-1 record and a runner-up finish at the FSHAA
State Championships.

She helped guide her club soc-

cer team, Erin Mills Eagles, to

·Free and Confidential
·Located in Student
Services (EMLynn)
·Monday-Thursday
8:00 am - 8:00 pm
·Fri. 8:00am-5:00pm
·Stop by or Cdl:
(561) 237-7237

Questions orCOIIDI1all!l?
E-maillhe il'lllse at
ipulsc@lynrumiversity.net
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Do it in the name of someone
you love - a premature baby,
a healthy baby, your own baby
or the baby of a family member or friend.

To sign up on the Lynn team,
go to walkarnerica.org and
register on the Lynn University Honors team.
For more information about

the walk or bow YOU,
involved on campus.,
Lyun IJni,·ersity Team
JenaZakanyatj_·,.-._,.- .....,.

.e .

lynn.edu.

"Sarah (Mendelsberg] can
play any of the midfield positions and could team up with
Breanna Heising or could
play in the back with Alyssa
[Rijavec]. Megan (Walsh] is
a solid outside defender and
could be paired with Jennifer Perreault.

She recorded 14 shutouts on
the season and was named
to the All-Space Coast First
Team and the Space Coast AUStar

Feller was also a member of the
''The addition of Natalie Feller Olympic Development Pr<r
will be great for competition gram. Walsh was a three-year
at the keeper position but also letterwinner at the Academy
gives us flexibility because of of the Holly Names in Tampa,
her athleticism in the field."
Fla., earning team MVP honors as a defender in 2005.

1\vo local stars have signed with
the Knights. Breanna Heising was a SlD!-Sentinel Second
Team AII-COlD!ty selection for
Park Vista High School in Lake

Brittany Evernden and Alyssa Rijavec are two of the three Canadians the Knights will bring in.
-#. • • .,.- •
•
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a 39-11-13 record in four seasons and closed out her career
with the Ontario Indoor Cup,
Oshawa Invitational title and
Toronto Cup.

The last player signed by Lynn
University is Sarah Mendelsberg. Mendelsberg is a fouryear letterwinner at Cherry
Creek High School in Englewood, Co and played the last
four seasons with the Colorado
Storm Soccer Club.

She has led her high school
team in assists the last three
seasons and has improved her
goal scoring from 12 goals in
2002-03 to 21 goals in 200506 for her club team. •
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The Look For Less
The Style Of The Stars Wrthout The Price Tag
By Crystal Burdme

Blood Drive
When: 10:00 am-9:30pm
Where: Christine's parlcing lot
What: Bloodmobile on campus
Bonus: Free t-shirt or movie
ticket for participating

For generations, the stars of
Hollywood have inspired and
set the looks for the season.
Everyone wants to know who's
wearing what, and where they
can get it.

Jazzercise
When: 12:15 pm -1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall

Extravagant ammmts of money are spent each day so that
the looks of celebrities can be
emulated. But why spend the
big bucks when you can get
the look for less? Many of
this season's hot looks can be
found for cool prices.

Sports Management Club
When: 12:30 pm
Where: Culinary Lab, International Building
What: Final meeting of the
spring semestrer
Career Workshop
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Reswne writing and
cover letters
Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Sand volleyball court
Spring Sing Thing
When: 7:30pm
Where: Saint Andrews School
What: Spring vocal concen
Cost: $10
Free Pizza and Movie
When: 8:00pm
Where: Green Center
What: "When a Man Loves a
Woman" starring Meg Ryan

This
season,
the stars are
wearing striped
shirts.
Ashlee
Simpson
has been spotted wearing a
=-''>flo~...,.- peach
Chloe
Simpson
striped bateau
top with crystal buttons and a
retail value of $360. For those
who love the look and not the
price, Polo Jeans Co. has a
similar striped top with button details that
retails for $65.
Locally this top
can be picked
up at Macy's.
Polo

Wedges are all
the mge this
season,
and
Carmen Electra
has helped support the trend
with her Christian Louboutin
metallic cork
wedges that she
got form Bergdorf Goodman
for$710. Guess
offers a metallic cork wedge
for only $95.

Christian Louboutin

QJes5

Gotta Have: Great Gadgets
Look Out Miaosoft, Apple Does It Again
By Brett Samuels
When it comes to everyday
computing, Macs are widely
considered superior machines
compared to PCs.

Mac vs.PC
Apple has been taking the technology world by storm over the
past few years with
its high-tech innovations such as the
iPod mp3 players,
the iMac computers
with Intel dual-core
processors, and the
great and mighty G5
desktop units.

J;~

(J ~

loves her Marc
Jacobs
studded leather tote
(available
wt
Neiman Marcus) bought far
$358.

Charlize Theron
has the skinny on
pencil skirts, and
the look is now
hotter than ever.
Theron has been
seen wearing a
Burberry
pencil
skirt that costs
about $625.

PCs, on the other hand, have
been on a steady course, not
changing or innovating as
quickly as Macs.

FREE PIZZA &. MOVIE
FEATURING:

nier price? Try
Banana Republic for a similar
pencil
skirt
that retails for
about $88.

Well, it might be time to start
fearing the competition, because Apple has arrived at
BootCamp!
With the newly~signed BootCamp software, Mac users that
own the new Intel dual-core
technology can run both Mac
OS and Windows XP on their
Macs simultaneously!

-- ..... ..,. ...
This is a revolutionary idea in
the world of personal computers. Conswners who want the
power and style of a Mac can
now also have the universal
compatibility of a PC.

So how is it that PCs can still
compete in a market where the
opposition is bringing in all of
the new technology?

Because Microsoft Windows
nms on 90"/o of the world's
computers, and that is the operating system of a PC, so the
makers of PCs feel that they
have nothing to be afraid of.

...

Macs do Windows, too.

Microsoft, Dell, Hewlett Packard, and other PC makers can
no longer sit back and rake in
the money; they've got to get
back in the computer game.

Or try out

Sienna Miller's hobo
bag look for
less at bananarepublic.com for
only $78.

, ; Boot Camp Public Beta

i:::::ll

Apple is really sticking it to
its competitors; not only is
this new technology of the BootCamp available
and powerful, it's
free! Download
BootCamp today at www.apple.com/macosxlbootcamp. •

WHEN:
8:00pm
WHERE:

deHoernle lecture hall, Green

Center
SPONSORED BY:
Substance Abuse Internship Program

CONTACT:
gdedna@lynn.edu, ext. 7468

Banana Republic

Be a star and look like a celebrity, but get the look for less!

Editor: lena Zakany. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. St•tr: Bambi Abbott. Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowas, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmona, Britt Davis. Tim Devries, Donovan O'Dowd. Kaitlyn Hughes,
David Hunter, Michael Jacobs, Ian Nahama, Elizabeth Maaona. Ashley Roberts, Brett Samuels, Mara ShlllleS, Elysia Sutherland, Tuduet:so Tebape, Jcnna Ulbrich. Nicole Walah. Fualty Advilor: Myles Ludwig

Are you feeling._
left out? lonely? life
a mess? stressed?
scored? sod? mad?
fi'IIZzled? fetrful?

tearful? tests? tissues? issues? impulsi~? irritable? in2cure? anxious? ottqty?
aggressive? apathetic?
upset? l.fti\Otivute.d?
unslre? unorganized?
out-of-plac:~

_...

whelmed? on-th£-

edge? obsessi~?
compulsi~? confused?
crying? lying? ~ty
ing? depressed? distracted? down? don•t
care? drinking? drama?
dnlgging? rejected?
roollll\lQtes? homesick?
worTie.d? nervous? nau-

Help Save Babies Baseball Vrotmy
Team Wins 11-10

Women Fall2.0 And Wn S6 Against PBA

By Jena Zakany

By Chad BeattH!

By Sara Quatrocky

Each year, half a million babies in the U.S. are born prematurely. Premature birth is
the leading cause of newborn
death and many lifelong disabilities.
Lynn UniVCillity is helping
the March of Dimes fight prematurity by taking steps in
WalkAmerica, which will be
held locally on FAU's campus
on April 22 at 9:00 am.

Join WalkAmerica and a million compassionate people nationwide who care about saving babies.

·located in Studmt

QuesdoMarOnmalts!
E-mail the iPulsc at
ipolse@ilyonunnlnily.lld
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A two-run II th inning double
by Ricky Davis helped give
the Lynn Univenity baseball
team an 11-1 0 victory against
St. Thomas on Tuesday night
Davis and Harrison Lam each
smacked home runs and combined to drive in seven runs
and Cedric Bennett picked up
his fourth win in relief.
"We got down early but this
team never packed it in and
battled back to get the victory," head coach Rudy Garbalosa said.
The Knights were down by
one in the bottom of the ninth
inning, but in the II th inning
Davis hit a two-out double to
put Lynn up I 0-8.

·Free and Confidential
Services (EMI.ym)
·Monday-Thursday
8:00 am - 8:00 pm
·Fri. 8:00 am- 5:00 pm
·Stop by or Call:
(561) 237-7237

The softball team split a nonconference doubleheader tonight with Palm Beach Atlantic as they Sailfish took game
one by the score of 2-0.

wa/ltp _ _ ,__
WalkAmerica:

seous? vomiting? blue?

Maybe 1tlc Counseling
Cclltv can help...

Softball Splits With Sailfish

WalcAmeric:a, Saving I.M!s

Do it in the name of someone
you love - a premature baby,
a healthy baby, your own baby
or the baby of a family member or friend.

To sign up on the Lynn team,
go to walkarnerica.org and
register on the Lynn U niversity Honon team.

Jason TenEyck followed with
an RBI single to put Lynn U
up by three.
Another Knights error, though,
allowed Lago to come to the
plate and hit a double to drive
in two runs but Bennett got a
St. Thomas player to strike out
swinging to end the game.
The Knights
return to action tomorrow when
they
take
on Tampa
in the fint
game of a .,.._9!'..:!!""-..

Quickly turning on the offense
in the finale, the Knights plated two
in the top of the
fint inning on two Palm Beach
Atlantic fielding erron.

runn=

The Knights bounced back
with an 8-6 victory in the
nightcap.
Freshman Meghan Osborne
led all offensive efforts for the
Knights with a combined four
hits in the two games including two runs scored and a base
on balls.
Freshman
Cristin
Kelly
and
sophomore
Candice
VanderVeen split the pitching
duties as VanderVeen picked
up her second-straight victory
in the circle this season.
In the opener, the Knights
were held to just three hits as
they left all three of the runners stranded on the bases.
The Sailfish scored single runs
in the bottom of the second and
third innings Ward and Staten
each had RBI base hits.

In the following inning, junior
Heather Tucker scored from
third base on a wild pitch to
put the Knights ahead 3-0.
After a scoreless third, the
Knights struck
with four runs
in the top of the
fourth
inning
on four hits and
aided by another
Sailfish
error
to take the 7-1
lead.
With an 8-4 lead in the final
inning, the Knights fought off
Palm Beach Atlantic's late inning rally as they scored two
runs on another RBI from
Staten and Davis.

In the win, VanderVeen pitched
5.0 inning allowing just 3
earned runs with 3 strikeouts. •

three game . . . . . .
series. •
•

!
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Things I Can't Live Without
Students Name 3 Things They Can't Uve Without
Reported By Brittany B1alm\as

33 '
USA

Ultimate Bingo
When: 8:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria stage
Contact: jherzog@lynn.edu
Bonus: Over $300 in prizes!

,
._..,...._

Earth Day is a global holiday
designated to celebrate our
planet and the life on the planet. Cultures all over the world
have been celebrating the
planet throughout the ages, but
the designation of Earth Day is
relatively new.

"My sunglasses."

"Music."

The first proclamation of Earth
Day was by San Francisco, the
patron saint of St. Francis, but
the campaign for Earth Day
to be recognized as an official
day of remembrance of the
planet was started by a man
named John McConnell.
In 1970, McConnell initiated
the first celebration of Earth
Day as a national event.

Philharmonia Orchestra 116
When: 7:30pm
Where: Spanish River Chun:h
Cost: $25
·
Contact: tickets@lynn.edu

Baseball Game
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Tampa

,conorsc~

-

Knights at the Movies
Where: Mizner Sunrise Movie Theatre
What: "Inside Man"
Who: The first 20 sign-ups in
OSAonly
Contact: jvalentine@lynn.edu

Model United Nations
When: 9:00am-4:00pm
Where: AG Theater
Who: Sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences, the
International Relations Department, and the International
Affairs Society

By Jena Zakany
Lynn- University Honors students will host the first~ver
Lynn University Annual Honors day on Monday, April 24.

Distinguished
ture Series
When: 9:00am- 9:45 am
Where: AG Concert Hall
Who: George Donovan

WalkAmerica
When: 9:00am
Where: FAU campus
What: Help the March of
Dimes fight against premature
births by participating in this
walk for charity
Contact: jzakany@email.lynn.edu

By Tuduet~o Tebape
I

Coffee With The Faculty
and Students
When: 8:00am-8:45am
Where: Christine's
Who: George Donovan, president and CEO of Bluegreen
Corporation

Baseball Game
When: 3:00pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Tampa
What: SSC game

Lynn HOilOIS Day
lirst Anooal Honors Evert

Global Celebration
Ea1h Day Is Apn122

The U.S. recognizes Earth Day
as April22, and despite the differing dates world-wide, it is a
universal belief that our earth
should be celebrated at least
once a year.
On Earth Day, various •green-

"My dog."

''Technology."

SUbstance Abuse Prevention Student Internship
*Become a Certified Peer Educator*
*Give Substance Abuse presentations in FYE classes*
*Be a member of the Substance Abuse Committee*
*Actively partidpate in Substance Abuse Prellention events*
*Create Substance Abuse Prevention Bulletins and Posters*
*Work on Substance Free events*
Contact:
Gail DeCina at gdecina@lynn.edu or phone 561-237-7468,
or stop by at the Counseling Center.

minded' communities and
individuals get together and
participate in an array of activities.
Locally, there will be a free
Earth Day Festival on Saturday in Deerfield Beach from
10:00 am- 5:00 pm. The festival will have recycled community art displays, Whole
Foods products and samples,
alternative vehicles for Toyota
and much more.
Earth Day is more than just a
day of lim and celebrations; it
is about a commitment to saving the planet through conservation efforts like recycling,
not littering, and much more.
So while the celebrations
of our planet take place this
weekend, remember how precious the planet is and how
important it is to conserve the
planet's resoun:es. •

'tb,ito, ergo - Students, faculty, and guests
will participate in a variety of
Honors-related events throughout the day.
Activities- on the schedule for
this event include a luncheon
featuring guest speaker Dr.
James Hundrieser from 12:30
pm - 2:00 pm in the Green
Center; Student Poster Session
from 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm in
the lobby of the International
building and Closing Sessions
featuring Conservatory musicians from 4:00 pm- 4:30 pm
in the AG Theater.
Stop by this event on Monday
and support Lynn University's
Honors students. •

Aviation Banquet
~Be Rho Evert
Alpha Eta Rho, Lynn's aviation fraternity, is hosting its
second annual banquet with
guest speakers Craig Siegel
of New York-based Blue Star
Jets, Inc., and Adam Presser
of Marquis Jet, Inc. on Monday, April24 at 8:00pm in the
Henke Room.
Tickets are $20 with a Lynn ID
and $35 without the !D. Price
includes dinner and the presentations. The attire for this
banquet is casual elegance.
To purchase tickets or receive
additional information, please
contact Philip Prada at 561271-5419 or e-mail him at
ppradal@adelphia.net. RSVP
deadline is April 21. •

P a k l . - An)<me-m~mlh:;Noeo-nmi~
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David Hunter, Michael Jacobs, Ian Nahama, Elizabeth Masons, Alhley Roberts. Brett Samuels, Mara Sbanes, Elysia Sutherland, Tuduet!o Tcbapc, Jcnna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh. Faculty Advisor: Myles Ludwig

Are you feeling_.
left out? lonely? life
a mess? stressed?
scared? sad? mad?
frazzled? fearful?
tearful? tests? tissues? issues? impulsive? irritable? insecure? anxious? angry?
aggressive? apathetic?
upset? unmotivated?
unsure? unorganized?
out-of-place? overwhelmed? on-the·
edge? obsessive?
compulsive? confused?
crying? lying? dying? depressed? dis·
tracted? down? don't
care? drinking? drama?
drugging? rejected?
roommates? homesick?
worried? nervous? nau-
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Maybe the Counseling
Center can help . ••
·Free and Confidential
·Located in Student
Services (EMLynn)
·Monday-Thursday
8:00am- 8:00pm
·Fri. 8:00am- 5:00pm
·Stop by or Call:
(561) 237-7237

Questions or Commeob?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnun.iversity.net
Your letter
could be featured in the
!Pulse!

The Polo Cub Shoppos
5030 Cllomplon Blvd., Sui"' GlD
Boco Raton. R.ll496
Tol. S61·-!1988
Fu 561 ~99+9250
ezmob~tnD.net

Help Save Babies
Wai<Americo, Saving l.iYes
By Jcna Zakan~

WalkArnerica
-~-,...w..Each year, half a million babies in the U.S. are born prematurely. Premature birth is
the leadinll cause of newborn
death and many lifelong disabilities.
Lynn University is helping
the March of Dimes fight prematurity by taking steps in
WalkAmerica, which will be
held locally on FAU's campus
tomorrow at 9:00 am.

~ ... 6 --- L
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Join WalkAmerica and a million compassionate people nationwide who care about savingbabies.

Do it in the name of someone
you love - a premature baby,
a healthy baby, your own baby
or the baby of a family member or friend.

To sign up on the Lynn team,
go to walkamerica.org and
register on the Lynn University Honors team.
For more information about
the walk or how yo11;
involved on campus., con
Lynn University Te_ll!ff
J~naZakanyatj~e
lynn.edu.~

Athlete OfTbe Week
Golf Guru: McNicol!
Men's golfer
Keir McNicol!
continued his
torrid streak
on the links
this past week,
finishing runner-up at the
sse individually.

eam Shows Depth In SSC Opener
By Sara Quatroc k ~
The men's tennis team showed
its depth today as they rolled
past Florida Tech in the SSC
Tournament opening round by
the score ofS-0.
The Knights, swept all three
doubles matches to take the
early lead as they dominated
the seventh-seeded Panthers.

McNicol! made a late charge
for his first tournament victory
this season but fell one-stroke
shy of a playoff with tournal'l!ent champion Dan Walters.
The senior from Carnoustie,
Scotland has five consecutive
top- I 0 finishes and six overall
on the season and is second on
the team with an impressive
74 scoring average. •

Athlete OfTbe Week
Softball Slar. VanderVeen
Candace
VanderVeen
helped lead
the Knights
to their first
sse series
sweep
this
weekend
over Tampa.
vanderVeen

She was a leader on the offensive and defensive sides batting .417 in the three games
finishing the weekend S-for-12
from the plate.
In the third and final game for
the Knights, she came in to
pitch the final 4.1 innings to
pick her first pitching victory
of the season in relief.
VanderVeen is
currently hitting .291 on the
season. •

Men's Tennis Rolls Past FL Tech

Raphael
Koehle and
Regn i e r
Azevedo
defeated
Quiros and
Outlaw 8-3
K.oe!lle
at the third
postl!on to complete the
doubles sweep.

"We came out
today ready
to play and
we know that
if we play to
the best of our
ability we'll
be competing
for the championship on Saturday." senior
Jan Macko said.
"In doubles we all battled and
the momentum was definitely
on our side heading into singles, we're ready for the challenges that the semifinals will
bring because we believe we
still have a lot to prove."
At the top
spot in the
doubles line·
up,
Macko
and Lorenzo
Cava,
the
No. I ranked
doubles team
in the nation,
Ci!WI
won by the score of 8-6 moving to 11·6 on the season.

The

sensa-

The bottom ofthe lineup for
the put together impressive
outings on the singles courts
as Macko easily won 6-0, 61 at the fourth position and
Azevedo prevailed at the
fifth spot 6-0, 6-1.
Not finishing the match due
to the team victory, Koehle
was dominating his opponent at • the sixth position
ahead 6-1, 4-0 when the
match was called.
The Knights
were up one
set on the top
three singles
courts
as
well when
play
was
stopped as
Cava as ahead 6-2, 1-1, Carsuzaa was leading 6-4, 1-1 at
the second spot and Riegraf
was on his way to victory
with a 6-2, 2-2 advantage at
the third position.

tional duo of
Julien Carsu- The Knights will await the
zaa and Den- winner of the third-seeded
nis
Riegraf Eckerd/sixth-seeded Saint
moved up to Leo match in the SSC Semithe
second finals tomorrow. •
spot for the
Riegn~f
tournament
and rolled past their opponent
by the score of 8-1, notching
their 17th victory of the season.

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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Question of the Day
What is your favorite television show, and why?

Success Story
Senior Kathryn LoRusso
By Chris Childers

Jazzen:ise
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Baseball Game
When: 3:00pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: St. Thomas
Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall

"I watch Wheel of Fortune because I always try to play while
I'm watching."
-Asaad Zahid, Senior

"I watch Related because I can
relate to it. It's more like a reallife setting and environment"
-Juliet Gerber- Voss, Junior

"1be Sopranos, because I believe it is the best-written show
on television."
-Michael Roberts, Junior

Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Sand volleyball court
Collegeoflnternational Communication Guest Speaker
When: During Class
Where: Theresa Billots' class
Who: Mitch Holthus, Voice of
the Kansas City Chiefs
Contact: Call ext. 7464 or email tbilliot@lynn.edu.

Campus VJ.eWS
Today's New look

"The Sopranos, because it's
on HBO and they don't hold
anything back."
-Ashley Erdman, Junior

By Ashley Roberts

"I love Deadwood because
AI S warenger is an amazing
character."
-Anna-Maria Theunissen, Junior

"I watch Seinfeld over and
over again because I love
George."
-Sarah Angrisani, Senior

Reporled By Jade Barez

First Allnual Honom Day At Lynn
Students And Faculty Celebrate The Honors Program
By Jena Zakany
Lynn University held its First
Annual Honors Day yesterday celebrating the academic
achievements of the Honors
Program and all of the students
in the program.

At the entrance to the de H~
ernie International center lies
an intriguingly beautiful and
captivating fountain, one that
seems to hold an unusual power over passersby.
While looking at the fountain one

day, it seemed to bave an unusual
power to draw the attention of all
who walked past it
A prominent pattern of peeking passersby seemed to pop
up around the fountain.
Walk past this fountain, and
see if the same pattern and
view appear as the one found
in today's campus view. •

The Green Center was a sea of
blue as the students arrived for
their luncheon in their Honors shirts, which displayed the

Kathryn LoRusso is a Lynn
University student success
story. LoRusso will earn her
undergraduate degree in Communications, with a major in
Graphic Design and a specialization in Photography. She
bas excelled in her academic
program and is a member of
the Honor Society.
Through the faculty and staff
and the Institute of Achievement and Learning she has
gained confidence and information in her field of study.
LoRusso cites her internships
at "On Tap Magazine" and
"Where Y'at Magazine" as
valuable learning experiences.
Lynn provided Kathryn with
the small classes and personalized attention that has allowed
her to blossom and prosper
as she plans her career. She
describes Lynn's faculty and
staff as being respectful and
approachable as well as expert
in their fields.
LoRusso bas developed an impressive portfolio of graphic
design and photographic work
and was selected to be Coordinator of the Portfolio Exhibit
for graphic design students
that will be held on May 3 in
the Green Center.

message "Cogito ergo sum,"

Through her hard work and

"I think,

positive attitude, she bas gained
a great deal from her years at
Lynn and she hopes to launch
her career in Dallas with a midlevel position in graphic design,
perhaps doing some freelance
work on the side.

which translates to
therefore I am."

Dr. James Hundrieser, guest
speaker for the Honors luncheon, spoke about the millennia! generation. Professor Aarons, Dr. Goldstein, Kevin Ross,
Dr. Cox, and Dr. Cheek-Milby
also spoke to the students.
There was a Student Poster
Session, and closing sessions
featuring musicians from the
Conservatory. The first Honors
Day was a success, and those
in the Honors Program look
forward to next year's event. •

It is impressive to see wbat can
be accomplished when a student
overcomes puts great effort into
classes and projects. Kathryn
LoRusso is a wonderful example of a student with determination, talent, and a positive
attitude who has excelled in her
nugor and has a very bright future ahead of her. •

Editor: Jena Zakany. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. Staff: Bambi Abbott, Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowas, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmons, Britt Davis, Tim Devries. Donovan O'Dowd, Kaitlyn Hu,t.es,
David Hunter, Michael Jacobs, Ian Nahama. Elizabeth Masons, Ashley Roberts, Brett Samuels, Mara Shanes, Elysia Sutherland, Tuduetso Tebape, Jenna Ulbrich. Nicole Walsh. F•calty Advisor: Myles Ludwig

Are you feeling ...
left out? lonely? life
a mess? stressed?
scared? sad? mad?
frazzled? fearful?
tearlul? tests? tissues? issues? impulsive? irritable? insecure? anxious? cmgry?
aggressive? apathetic?
upset? unmotivated?
unsure? unorganized?
out-of-place? overwhelmed? on-theedge? obsessive?
compulsive? confused?
crying? lying? dying? depressed? distracted? down? don't
care? drinking? drtli!IO?
drugging? rejected?
roommates? homesick?
worried? nervous? nauseous? vomiting? blue?

Substance Abuse

Prevention Student
I nternship

·Free and Confidential
·Located in Student
Services (EMLynn)
•Monday-Thursday
8:00 am - 8:00 pm
·Fri. 8:00am - 5:00 pm
·Stop by or Coli:
(561) 237-7237

By Sara Quatrocky

By Sara Quatrocky

lions In FYE classes'
•Be a member ollhe Sullslancr
Abuse Committee•
•AI:IM!Iy porticlcBe In s.bstana!

Sullslancr----

•Qmle
tlon BUietlns and -

Contact:
Gail DeCina by e-mail at
gdednaOiynn.edu or phone

561-237-7<4611, or stop by the
Counseling CentEr.

"Graduating Senioi"SYou're Hired!•
Hiwe you received a job olfer
to launch your caeer after
graduation? The career eenll!r to help you relebrnte
your sucress!

(56t)237-n87 to indicate
the job tille, oompany, and
loGIIion of your job. If you
haw! interviews pendng, let us
know that as weD.

If you need assislana! wilh
your job seardl, CDme to the
Career CentEr (Tmly) to get

some lips or get help wilh
your re51.111e, or visit http://

www.lynn.eW/careers to get
your resume on the "Knight
Surfer for students" on-line job
search sysb!m.

Questions or ComJDeDls?
E-mail the iPulse at

ipulse(a)lynnuniversity.net

(J)

Yourletter
<Oald be fea-

tured in doe
iPvl.se!

women's tennis team
clinched its seventh Sunshine
sse in a 5-1 victory over #4
Barry this weekend.
The Knights, the top-seeded
team in the tournament got
their revenge on the secondseeded Buccaneers in a rematch of last year's sse final.

SOlO Oloml>fan-.. 5uitJo GID

lloa ....... R.l~
Tel. 561·!194-9!181
Fa 561---92SO

......-.............

"You could not have asked for
a better championship match
today and we just showed our
poise all day long and came
away with the title," head
coach Mike Perez said.

The Knights, who are ranked No.
I in the NCAA Division II South-

east Region, will now host the
!Our-team regional tournament on
May 5~ in Boca Raton.
This wiD be the Knights I Othstraigh NCAA appearance in I 0
years as a member of the NCAA
and Lynn will be looking for its
IOth-<:onsecutive trip to the National Championships. •

Team Signs One
s GoiGels Pla)tar
By Chad Beattie
Women's golf coach Courtney
Bibby announced the signing
of Maha Haddioui to the golf
team for the 2006-07 season.
"Maha 's golf background and tournament experience is
exceptional," hotad
coach
Courtney ~
Bibby said. "I am
B<~IP(
confident that she will be a tremendous asset to the women's
golf team next season."
Haddioui, an incoming freshman from Casablanca, Morocco, was named the top amateur
women's golfer in Morocco. •

lllohloCiubg_.

By Chad Beattie

"GMSullslancrAIJuse~

Please CDI1Iact Chris Q1iklers

Center can help ...

Kaiglds Knock 011' 14 .MSSCHaaors Giftl1
Men 8ecJcmeSSC~ Natasha Morgan Honond

. _ . CertWied """' EWc3lrJr<

at a:hilders@lynn.edu or cal
Maybe the c-s&ling

•
BmyBany
5 Womer{s Temis Wn

Dennis Ricgraf and Julien Carsuzaa put the Knights on the
board in doubles action, winning by the score of 8-0.

Coming from behind, Azevedo
overpowered his opponent at the
fifth spot by the score of3~, 6-4,
6-2 to even up the match at 3-3.
Lorenzo Cava won in a third
set tie-breaker 6-3,2-6, 7~ (75) to put the Knights in front
for the first time in the match.

'~ I

Women's
Golf Team announced the conference office.
Morgan becomes the second
women's golfer to earn AllSSC honors and the first since
the 2002-03 season.
"I'm so pleased to be selected
to the All-SSC team," said
Morgan.

"I had a pretty good season
and I've worked very hard to
get here but we (the team] still
have the regionals to look forward to and I'm confident we
can perform well enough there
to make it to the national tour-

nament."
Morgan, the 2003-04 sse
Freshman of the Ycar, has had
a stellar season, one in which
she posted a career low 77
scoring average, won her second career tournament and finished in the top-! 0 a personal
best four times. •

J

Carsuzaa, the only Lynn player with an undefeated record,
put away with the Bucs with a
victory at the no.2 spot.

Ci~
. .- ~~:~:
.

'
c

~
'

the NCAA Division n Southeast
Region ToumamentMay5-7.•
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Question of the Day
If you could date any celebrity, who
would it be and why?

Employment Tip Of The Month
Advice From Applied Card Systems
ll~

kit Iokl) 111.111

On Campus Recruitment
When: 9:00am-5:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
Who: R1 Gator.; Restaurant
What: Hospitality management opportunity
Contact: kcatalina@iynn.edu
More: www.ljgators.com
Excallbur Society Luncheon
When: 11:30 am
Where: de Hoemle International Center
What: "What Your Doctor
May Not Tell You"
Who: Presented by Isabel
Rose Make
Cost: $30 for members, $35
for non-members
Contact: 561-237-750 or
specialevents@lynn.edu
Yoga
When: 12:15 pm- 1:15pm
Where: Aerobics room, 3rd
floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Career Workshop
When: I :00 pm- 2:00pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Interview Skills
More: Attendance is required
for scheduling on-campus interviews
Student Parking Committee
When: 3:00pm
Where: Student Services,
EMLynn Residence Hall
What: For anyone wishing to
appeal a Lynn parking ticket
Fitness Center Training
When: 6:00pm-9:00pm
Where: Fitness Center
What: Personal trainer available for drop-ins

Undergraduate Ceremony

When: Saturday, May 13
nme: 10:00 am
Who: Ben Stein

When writing a thank you
letter, follow these basic
guidelines:

"Colin Farrell, because his
naughtiness is nice."

"Jay-Z, because he is so
powerful."

-Alexis Babett, Junior

-Keely Troiano, Junior

"Nicole Kidman, because she
has beautiful features. But she
needs a tan."
-Saad Alenezi, Junior

-Carlianna Rosenfield, Senior

•Not everyone does them and
it will set you apart from other
candidates
•It shows you have professional manners
•It will give you an opportunity to show your writing skills
•It will reconfirm your interest
in the open position
•It will give you the opportunity to clarify or list information
not discussed in the interview
•It is a way to get your name
back in front of the hiring
manager
•Allows you to further define
why you are the best candidate
for the position

Reporled By JessitxJ Clemmons

Voice of the Chiefs Speaks
Milch Holthus VISits College cJ lnlemational Conmunicalion
ll~

1\llch.td IJwb'

Mitch Holthus,
"Voice of the
Kansas
City
Chiefs"
and
host of the
"Minute with
Mitch Show"
was a guest speaker for Theresa Billiot's class in the College
of International Communication here at Lynn.
On top of his play-by-play
duties for the Chiefs, Holthus
has been featured on ESPN
and FOX, amongst other media outlets.
He is currently the president
of the Sports Broadcasters
Association, and has won the
Sportscaster of the Year an
unprecedented eight times.
Holthus has won every major
sportscaster award in the state
of Kansas.

G@duate Ceremony
When: Wednesday, May 10
nme: 6:30pm
Who: Irving R. Levine

"Matt Damon, because he's
sexy and bas a nice lifestyle."

There are several reasons you
should write a thank you letter
after every interview

In addition to having a job
as a sportscaster, Holthus is
also involved in motivational
speaking and performs over

40 speeches a year to various businesses and corporations. He also runs his own
sales business.
Holthus recently spoke with
the iPulse and gave some advice to young aspiring broadcasters, as well as some inside
information on the Kansas City
Chiefs and their 2006 outlook.
Holthus spoke about the difficulties of being successful in
the field of sports broadcasting, saying, "Be prepared to
have your heart broken five or
six times before you land a job
you like."

Thank you letters should be
done in a business letter format and sent within 24 hours
of the interview.
They can be typed or handwritten and sent by mail, email or fax.

FIRST PARAGRAPH:
Thank the interviewer for taking the time to meet with you
and for additional information
shared regarding the position
and the company. Mention the
position you interviewed for
and the date of the meeting.
SECOND PARAGRAPH:
State why you are interested
in the position and the company. Confirm how your experience directly relates to the
position requirements. Mention anything that may be important not discussed during
the interview.
THIRD PARAGRAPH:
Provide any information that
was needed or promised including enclosures. Thank
them again. State that you look
forward to the next step in the
interview process. Tell the interviewer you look forward to
hearing from them again. •
SAMPLE
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If you have been interviewed
by more than one person, individualize and personalize
each letter.
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Substance Abuse Prevention Student Internship
*Become a Certified Peer Educator•
*Give Substance Abuse presentations in FYE classes•
*Be a member of the Substance Abuse Committee*
*Actively participate in Substance Abuse Prevention events•
*Create Substance Abuse Prevention Bulletins and Posters•
*Wori< on Substance Free events•
Contact:
Gail DeCina at gdecina@lynn.edu or phone 561-237-7468,
or stop by at the Counseling Center.

Seemingly, the heartbreaks are
worth the end result to Holthus,
who said, "Find something
you're passionate about and
the money will follow."
As far as an inside look at the
Chiefs, Holthus stated that they
are looking to fill the holes in
the secondary and perhaps at
wide receiver. •

Editor: Jena Zakany. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. StaiT: Bambi Abbott, Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowas, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmona, Britt Davis, Tim Devries, Donovan O'Dowd, K.aitlyn Hughes,
David Hunter, Michael Jacobs, Ian Nahama, Elizabeth Masons, Ashley Roberts, Brett Samuels, MBill Shanes, Elysia Sutherland, Tuduetso Tebape, Jenna t.nbrich, Nicole Walsh. Faeulty Advllor: Myles Ludwig

Are you feeling ...
left out? lonely? life
a mess? stressed?
scared? sad? mad?
frazzled? fearful?
tearful? tests? tissues? issues? impulsive? irritable? insecure? anxious? angry?
aggressive? apathetic?
upset? unmotivated?
unsure? unorganized?
out-of-place? overwhelmed? on-theedge? obsessive?
compulsive? confused?
crying? lying? dying? depressed? distracted? down? don't
care? drinking? drama?
drugging? ~jected?
roommates? homesick?
worried? nervous? nauseous? vomiting? blue?

~Graduating

Seniors-

You're Hired!.
Have you received a job offer
to launch yoor career alter
graduation? The career Center wants to help you celebrate
your success!
Please contact Chris Childers
at cchilders@lynn.edu or call
(561)237-n87 to indicate
the job title, company, and
localloo of your job. If you
have interviews pending, let us
know !hat as well.

If you need assistance with
your job search, come to the
career Center (Trmy) to get
some tips or get help with
your resume, or visit ht4J:/I
www.lynn.edu/careers to get
your resume on the "Knight
Surfer for students" on-line job
search system.

Variations of Reality
The Theatre Department will
present five David lves oneact plays in a compilation
entitled Variations of Reality.

Maybe the Counseling
Center can help ...
·Free and Confidential
·Located in Student
Services (EMLynn)
·Monday-Thursday
8:00 am - 8:00 pm
·Fri. 8:00am- 5:00pm
·Stop by or Call:
(561) 237-7237

When: April 27, 28, 29
Time: 8:00 pm
Where: Student Center
Cost: Free!

The Substance Abuse
Prevention Interns will
be holding a Speaker and
Movie with Pizza event each
Thursday night durtng the
month of April.

Questions or Commenls?

Your letter
could be featured in the
iPulse!

The Polo Cub Shoppes
5030 Chomplon Blvd.. Sutto G1D
Boca Rotoo, A. 314%
Tot. 561-!194-9988
Fu 561~994-9250
elll10bl~.net

When: April 27
Time: 8:00 pm
What: Party Monster

All students are encouraged to attend this infor-

mative, entertaining and
FREE event

sse Champions

McGarity and Hoyt Receive Honors

Conuzza And Riegral w.,

By Chad Beattie

By Sara Quatrocky

On the heels of winning the
SSC Men's Golf Championship, Lynn University's men's
golf coach Chris Greenwood
was named Coach of the Year.

Hoyt McGarity WlL'l named
Player of the
Year, while McGarity and Keir
McNicoll were
named 10 the

-~=:-&_. All-SSC men's
golfteam
1bis is the second time in
school history LU has had both
the Coach and Player of the
Year and first time two members earned All-Sse honors.

McGarity is the second member of Lynn to earn Player of
the Year honors and first since
the 2003-04 season.
He is also the second player to
earn All-SSC honors twice in
his career.
The Sagaponeclc, N.Y., product
has set career bests in scoring
average (72.44), tournament
victories (two) and top-! 0 finishes (eight).

"This is a tremendous honor
for not only me but for Lynn
University," said first-year
head coach Cbris Greenwood.
''This could not have happened
had it not been for the team.
We've had a great year but we
need to focus on the regional
tournament next and try for
our ultimate goal of winning a
national championship."
In his first season as coach, the

The show will incorpo<ate
music, dance, motion picture
and farcical comedy In a h~
larious exhibition of what we
as humans believe to be real.

Movie &. Pizza

E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

Major SSC Honors Are Awarded

Knights won a program record
four tournaments including
their second sse Championship in three years.
Under his tutelage LU smashed
the team scoring average, posting a 74.5 average, one-stroke
less than the previous record
set last season.

•

McGarity finished in the
top-lOin eight
consecutive
tournaments
and also has
five top-five
-&:--:'":"::'-:-""-'• finishes.

He is currently ranked 60th in
the nation among the NCAA
(Division I, II and Ill), NAJA
andNJCAA.
McNicol! is making a return to
the All-Sse team after being
named Sse Player of the Year in
2003-04.
The senior from Carnoustie,
Scotland posted five consecutive top- I 0 finishes and six
overall en route to a 74 scor-

'"ll

P\'CJ~ g~

He finished second individually a the SSC Tournament and
fell one stroke shy of a playoff
hole with eventual champion
Dan Walters of Rollins. •

Carsuzaa
helped
the
Knights capture
thci"
second
sse
Championship
in four years
this weekend as
they defeated
Florida Tech in the quanerfinals,
# 18 Eckerd in the semifinals, and
#4 Barry in the championship.
He and junior
Dennis Riegraf
swept
their doubles
match by the
score of 80 in the title
match as he
went on to
clinch the team victory with a
three-set thriller at the second
singles position.
Winning the first set by the
score of 6-3, 19th-ranked Carsuzaa lost the second set 6-1
to force the third and final set
where he pulled out a 7-S victory that gave Lynn its fifth
point in the match.

In the Knights exciting comefrom-behind victory, the Nice,
France native remained as the
only player with an undefeated record this season, moving to 16-0.
Carsuzaa and Riegraf lead the
Knights in doubles action with
a team-beat 18-2 record.
Lynn is now 17-S heading into
the NCAA Southeast Regional
Tournament where its making
its second-straight NCAA appearance and third in the last
four seasons. •
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Students Act As Ambassadors

Aviation Banquet Takes Off

Lynn Holds Its Rrst Model UN Conference

Alpha Eta Rho Ceremony A Success

By Tuduetso Tebape

By Tuduetso Tebape

Jazzercise
When: 12:15 pm -1:15pm
Where: Aerobics Room 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd
Floor, Lynn Residence Hall
Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm
Where: Sand volleyball court
Annual Leadership Celebration
When: 5:00pm
Where: Green Center
Contact: jherzog@lynn.edu

"Variations of Reality"
When: 8:00pm
Where: Student Center
What: Lynn University Theatre Department Production
Cost: Free
Free Pizza and Movie
When: 8:00 pm
Where: Green Center
What: "Party Monster"

Variations ofReality
A Student Perfonnance '

Last Saturday Lynn University's College of Arts and Sciences hosted its first Model
United Nations Conference,
under the direction of faculty
members Dr. Marcheta Wright,
Dr. Anna Krift, and Professor
Urlike Gutberlet.
In this Model U.N. conference, students act as ambassadors of various United Nations
member states, and deliberate
on the agendas of the day in a
mock conference setting.

1

By Crystal Burdme

Lynn's Theatre Department will
begin "Variations of Reality"
;...:.;.y,'a set of five short plays
by D. Ives about different life
situations. "Variations of Reality," a show unlike any Lynn has
ever seen, will be performed
today, Friday, and Saturday at
8:00 pm in the cafeteria.
Each cast member brings a
unique and entertaining perspective to the colorful and
uplifting show. Jay Xavier,
Frantz Marcello, Yanni Papadakis, Patrick Whalen, Christie
Schade, Rosa Arnone, Robert
Bellotto, Trishana Maraj, Brittany Heath, Aaron Starkman,
Jennifer Griffon, and Crystal
Burdine make up the cast.
Go to the show to support
Lynn's Theatre Department,
and to enjoy what is being
tabbed as a "spectacular
performance."•

At Lynn's Model UN Conference, the two topics discussed were the current
genocide crisis in Darfur and
children's rights.
Twenty-two students participated in the conference as
ambassadors and represented
such UN member states as Botswana, Thailand, Timor-Leste,
Singapore, Sudan, and more.

The delegates were excited
about the event, as one student commented; "It felt good
to get involved with something like this here. At Lynn,
I find that there is a very little
interest expressed by the student body in global affairs so
I was definitely happy to see
so many students participating in this."
This Model
United Nations Conference is a good
example of
the progress
Lynn University is making
in providing a diversity of activities for a body of students
with diverse intellectual abilities and interests.

On Monday, aviation students
and students interested in the
aeronautic industry attended
Alpha Eta Rho's second annual banquet.

The speakers touched on issues of concern such as employment and the effect of
9/11 on the private sector of
the industry.

At the event, both members
and non-members of the campus fraternity Alpha Eta Rho
were given the opportunity to
hear from special guest speakers who work in high-level positions in the private sector of
the aviation industry.

Presser and Seigel also encouraged students to look into
employment within the private
aviation industry because of
all the promise it offers.

Those who attended also gave
their support to the new members of Alpha Eta Rho as they
were sworn in.
During the banquet, aviators
and aviation enthusiasts alike
listened to two of the "big
names" in the aviation industry: Adam Presser of the private jet company Marquis Jet
and Craig Seigel of the company Blue Star Jet.

Seigel

Presser and Seigel advised
students on the current industry patterns in the world
of aviation, and informed
students of the different
routes that consumers and
pilots can take in the private
industry of aviation.

R. Collie, the secretary of Alpha Eta Rho, spoke with the
iPulse and gave her thoughts
on the event: "At our second
annual banquet we had great
time learning from professionals in the industry and
supporting our new members
of the fraternity.
The banquet is a new tradition for Alpha Eta Rho. For
next year, we hope to incorporate improvements into the
fraternity and the banquet
and we hope these improvements will help Alpha Eta
Rho grow in the Lynn University community."•

It is hoped that this will be
the first of many events of
this sort on campus. •

Movie • Pizza
The Subst21nce Abuse Prevention Interns will be holding a
Speaker and Movie with Pizza event each Thursday in April.
When: April 27

Time: 8:00pm
What: Party Monster
All students are encouraged to attend this informative, entertaining and FREE event.
~

~

Editor: Jena Zakany. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. Starr: Bambi Abbott, Jade Berez. Brittany Bialowas, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmons, Britt Davis, Tim Devries, Donovan O'Dowd, K.aitlyn Hughes,

Are you feeling ...

Substance Abuse

Prevention Student
left out? lonely? life
a mess? stressed?
scared? sad? mad?
frazzled? fearful?
tearful? tests? tissues? issues? impulsive? irritable? insecure? anxious? angry?
aggressive? apathetic?
upset? unmotiWJted?
unsure? unorganized?
out-of-place? overwhelmed? on-theedge? obsessive?
compulsive? confused?
crying? lying? dying? depressed? distracted? down? don't
care? drinking? drama?
drugging? rejected?
roommates? homesick?
worried? nervous? nauseous? vomiting? blue?

Internship

•Free and Confidential
·Located in Student
Services (EMLyM)
·Monday-Thursday
8:00am-8:00pm
·Fri. 8:00 am- 5:00 pm
•Stop by or Call:
(561) 237-7237

Senior Salute

Senior Salute

Men's Basketball Team

Women's Bczskelbcj Team

By Chad B<:<>ttl~

B: Stcphante Baker

B: Stephantc Baker

*Become • Certtlled Peer EdlDlor"
*Give Substllnce Abuse presenta·

!Ions In I'VE classes*
*Be a member of lhe Substance
Abuse Committee*
·~ porticipete In Subslanc2
A b u s e - events•
*Create Subs1anc:e Abuse tion Bulletins and - . •
*WOrk on Substance-Free events*

-

The men's basketball team has
four seniors that will be graduating this year.
The baseball team cranked out
12 hits while surrendering only
four in a 10-1 victory against
St. Thomas.

James Cage, Sheldon Edwards, Marcus Hayes, and
Chris Temple are all graduating this spring.

Contact:

Gall Deana by e·mail at
gdecina@lynn.edu or phone
561·237·7468, or stop by the
Counseling Center.

•Graduating SeniorsYou're Hired!•
Have you received a job offer
to launch your career after
graduation? The career Cen·
ter wants to help you celebrate

your success!

Maybe the Counseling
Center can help .. .

Baseball Wms 1~1
Team Coasts To Vtdory

Please contact Chris Childers
at a:hilders@lynn.edu or call
(561)237·7287 to Indicate
the job title, company, and
location ~ your job. If you
have Interviews pending, let us
know that as well.
If you need assistance with
your job seart:h, come to the
career Center (Trinity) to get
some tips or get help with
your resume, or visit http://
www.lynn.edU/careers to get
your resume on the "Knight
Surfer for Students" on-line job
seart:h system.

Nicolas Boisvertcontinued
his hot hitting, extending his hitting
streak to eight
games with a
3-for-4, two
RBI performance.
Joel
picked
third win
the year in the
Knights
final
home game
the season.
Lynn improves
to 31-17 overall.

Edwards is a
forward from
West
Palm
Beach.
He
was a First
Team
Allsse selection this year.
Sheldon Edwards Edwards is
majoring in business.

"It was nice to see these guys
put the Tampa series behind
them and play some quality
baseball,'' head coach Rudy
Garbalosa said.

E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

(J)
'

James cage

Cage is a sports and recreation major. He became the
programs first-ever preseason
All-American.

Questions or Comments?

Your letter
could be featured ID the
!Pulse!

Cage, a Second Team Allsse selection
for the second
straight season-is a guard
from Antioch,
Tennessee.

"Our pitchers today did a great
job of throwing strikes and the
infield played great behind them,
I was happy to see our offense
be so aggressive as well."•

Vivian Turner

Codiga and
Osmer have
left
their
marks in the
record book
as
Codiga
became the - .. -- -..._
fifth player Megan Osmer
in program history with 1,000
points and 500 rebounds while
Osmer became the sixth player
with 500 boards.
Jackie Codiga played forward. She is
from Seattle,
Wa. She was
named to the
ESPN The
Magazine
Academic
All-District III First Team. She
is a psychology major.

Temple is a
forward from
Raleigh ,
N.C.
He
played in 27
games and
started in 18
as a junior at Chris Temple
Lynn. He hopes to someday
open his own business.
Hayes is a
forward from
Oviedo, Ft
He is a communications
major
who
hopes to work
as a sports
broadcaster. •

Cherise George
Vivian Turner is a guard
from
Los
Angeles, Ca.
while Malcina Waye is a
guard from
Salem, N.J.
Megan Osmer is a guard and a
broadcasting major from Bellvue, Washinton, •

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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Lynn's women's basketballteamwill
say goodbye
to its five senior players
this year.
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Calendar
On Campus

Gotta Have: Googl.e Gadgets

Variations ofRealiqr

Software Services Offered By Google

A Student Performance

Denise Belafto111&Young

By Brett Samuels

By Crystal Burdine

By Jenna Ulbrich

Softball Game
When: I :00 pm
Where: Softball field
Who: Rollins
What: SSC Game
Pool Tournament
When: 5:00pm
Where: Knights Court
What: Pool competition
Bonus: Win a new cue and
other prizes
More: Sign up before 5:00pm
to enter competition
··--:.
Withdraw "W" Deadline
When: 5:00pm
What: Last day to withdraw
from a class and receive a
grade of"W"
"Variations of ReaUty"
When: 8:00pm
Where: Student Center
What: Lynn University Theatre Department Production
Cost: Free

It seems as if lately it's impossible to go even a day without "Googling" something.
Google has become one of the
most powerful trademarks in
the world, and has managed to
do so in only a few years.
While everyone knows Google
as a search engine, some people don't know that Google
is also working to make PCs
work better and smarter for
than ever before! Google now
offers some amazing software.
And the best part? It's all free.

Percussion Studio Concert
When: 4:00pm
Where: AG Concert Hall
Cost: $10
Contact: tickets@lynn.edu

Google Earth
This is an awesome program
that "flies" users around the
earth via satellite imagery.

Pica sa
This program is a photo
orgamzmg software that
searches through computers
and organizes all of the pictures and images that are on
the hard drive.
~DIT

MAK£CO

Be sure to pick up your
copies of next week's
iPulse to see our Senior
Special Feature Section.
Each day next week a
section of the paper will
be devoted to Lynn's
Class of 2006!

;...
"

Satellite views of homes, businesses, and anything that has
an address can be seen, right
on that personal desktop.

......IIIII.

Senior Special

'"-Tni..Lian

The SwissAnnyKnifeof
Instant Messaging.
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Tools are also included to make
photographs look even better,
and they're easy enough for
even a novice to use.
n.,.
..
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The five variations, all written
by David lves, include Sure
Thing, The Philadelphia, Enigma Variations, Variations on
the Death of Trotsky, and Captive Audience.
"Variations of Reality," a show
unlike any Lynn has ever seen,
will be performed today and
Saturday at 8:00 pm in the Student Center cafeteria.

Some of Google's best offerings include:

Softball Game
When: I :00 pm
Where: Softball field
Who: Rollins
What: SSC Game
"Variations of Reality"
When: 8:00 pm
Where: Student Center
What: Lynn University Theatre Department Production
Cost: Free

Trill ian
All instant messaging services
are combined in this bit of software. Users can stay in touch
with AOL, Yahoo, and MSN
friends, all at the same time!

The Lynn Theatre Department
began "Variations of Reality"
yesterday, a set of five short
plays about different situations
in life that each give a different
perspective on reality.

GMail
Google now offers a free lnterG Mail .- net mail service.
.:...;;:._ ··.
Many users don't
e'.\""·.,~ look back at their
':'
~:: old mail services
;......, ' - once they sign up
~-=· with GMail.

-

GMail sorts replied E-mails in
an easy-to-read Instant message format. It also has enough
memory available to clients
that it's quite possible that no
message will ever have to be
deleted again!
Google Desktop
This software helps organize
an entire computer by indexing all of the files and making them very easy to find. It
also acts as an RSS reader and
keeps GMail at the user's fingertips.
It
hovers
c.
"behind the ~~:~t---= '-"----~
scenes"
on i""'"""'l "·· u .....
the desktop ~ ~~~T·~~::,
''
until called 1-:r.;.. -·
~ ~:!n~
up by placing !~wt a:. ....,...1 « ~
the mouse to
the side of the screen.

Popular music and videos
will be used to incorporate
the variations with a comic
dance routine and surprise
performance in a colorful
and uplifting show.

Each cast member brings a
unique and entertaining perspective to the play. Jay Xavier,
Frantz Marcelin, Yanni Papadakis, Patrick Whalen, Christie
Schade, Rosa Arnone, Robert
Bellotto, Trishana M8111j, Brittany Heath, Aaron Starkman,
Jennifer Griffon, and Crystal
Burdine make up the cast.

to
support
Lynn's Theatre
Department, and
to enjoy what is
being tabbed as
"spectacular

Faculty Profile

Denise Belafonte-Young is a
Communications
professor
here at Lynn University, teaching production, media management, and media programming courses.
She is an advisor for the National Broadcasting Society (NBS)
organization on campus, and
has been an advisor for Lynn's
Debate Team since 2000.
Before teaching at Lynn, Belafonte-Young earned her BA
in Television and Radio and
her MFA in television Production from Brooklyn College,
as well as obtaining an AAS
in Liberal Arts from Kingsborough College.
Professor
Belafonte-Young
has taught at many prestigious
institutions around the United
States, such as Barry University, Connecticut School of
Broadcasting, and the Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale.
Belafonte-Young's experience
extends farther than the classroom: she has been a producer/director for BCTV, a board
operator for WFAN SportsRadio66, and has started her own
production company called
IZonu Video Production.
In her free time, Professor Belafonte-Young enjoys photography and video editing, and
water safety instructing.
Professor
Belafonte-Young
says that she enjoys teaching
at Lynn University because
she likes that she has "the opportunity to bring out creativity and real world skills out of

Keep an eye on Google and
its software, as more seems
to be available every month.
These programs (and many
more) can be found by going
to google.com and clicking
"more." Enjoy! •

Editor: Jena Zakany. Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker. St•ff: Bambi Abbott, Jade Berez, Brittany Bialowas, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmons, Brin Davis. Tim Devries, Donovan O'Dowd, Kaitlyn Hughes,

Me you feeling ...
left out? lonely? life
a mess? stressed?
scared? sad? mad?
frazzled? fearful?
tearful? tests? tissues? issues? impulsive? irritable? insecure? anxious? angry?
aggressive? apathetic?
upset? unmotivated?
unsure? unorganized?
out-of-place? overwhelmed? on-theedge? obsessive?
compulsive? confused?
crying? lying? dying? depressed? distracted? down? don't
care? drinking? drama?
drugging? rejected?
roommates? homesick?
worried? nervous? nauseous? vomiting? blue?

Substance Abuse
Prevention Student

Internship

Center con help .. .
·Free and Confidential
·Located in Student
Services (EMLynn)
·Monday-Thursday
8:00 am - 8:00 pm
•Fri. 8:00am - 5:00 pm
·Stop by or Coli:
(561) 237-7237

Senior Salute

Annual Student-Athlete Recognition Banquet Held

Volleyball Team

By Chad Beattie

By Stephanie Baker

*Become • certified Educ:llb:lr"
*Give SUbstance Abuse presentlltions In FYE classes•
*Be a member of the Substllnce

Men's Soccer
MVP-Lee Paul Scroggins
MIP-Lee Porter

Abuse Committee•
• i>dNf!Jy pao1k:lpate In SUbstiJnce
Abuse Pn!Yent1on ..........
•ereate SUbstance Abuse _ , .
t1on Bulletins and Pastes"
•WOrtt on Substance-Free events•

-

Contact:

Gall Deana by e-mail at
gdedna@lynn.edu or phone
561-237-7468, or stop by tile
Counseling Center.

wGraduatlng SeniorsYou're Hlredt•
Have you received a job offer
to launch your career after
graduation? The career Center wants to help you celebrate
your success!
Please contact Olris Olllders

Maybe the Counseling

Lynn Honol'S Student-Athletes

at cchilders@lynn.edu or call
(561)237-7287 to Indicate
tile Job title, company, and
location af your job. If you
have Interviews pending, let us
know that as well.
If you need assistance with
your job search, come to the
career Center (Trinity) to get
some tips or get help with
your resume, or visit tftt<>:/1
www.lynn.edu/careers to get
your resume on the "Knight
Surfer for Students" on-line job
search sysmn.

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

(j)

Your letter
could be featured In the
!Pulse!

Lynn's athletic department had
its annual Student-Athlete Recognition Banquet Wednesday.
'IWenty-five student athletes
representing II intercollegiate athletics were honored
with Most Valuable, Most Improved, LU Scholar-Athlete of
the Year and Blue and White
Club Athlete of the Year.
Softball pitching phenom
Aimee Murch, who led the
Knights to their first ever
NCAA Division II National
Championship and holds every
pitching record in school history, was named Female Blue
and White Qub Athlete of the
Year, becoming the first student-athlete to earn the award
twice in her career.
Hoyt McGarity was named
Male Blue and White Club
Athlete of the Year after posting the lowest scoring average
in program history en route to
becoming a Second Team AllAmerica selection, the first
NCAA All-America honoree
in LU history.
Seniors Jackie Codiga (women's basketball) and Keir McNicoll (men's golf) were feted
as Female and Male Scholar
Athletes of the Year.
With McGarity and McNicoll
being named Blue and White
and Scholar Athletes of the
Year, it marks the first time
that two members of the same
team have swept the awards.
Here are the athletes that won
in the 2006 Athletics Awards:

Women's Soccer
MVP-Rebecca McCray
MIP-Erin Evans

Yl!lW1Wl
MVP-Theresa Daniels
MIP-carissa Erath
Meg's Basketball
MVP-James Cage
MIP-Hans Schur
Women's Basketball
MVP-Megan Osmer
MIP-Jade Williams

llmlWl
MVP-Nicolas Boisvert
MIP-Lonnie Patterson

S!!W!!II
MVP-Meghan Osborne
MIP-cristin Kelly
Meg's Golf
MVP-Hoyt McGarity
MIP-Greg Gonzales
Women's Golf
MVP-Eiisabeth Whitehouse
MIP-Katy McNicoll

The volleyball team bas three
girls graduating this year, Jessica Woodby, Kailen Gonzalez, and Theresa Daniel.
Daniels is a
middle bitter
from Sunrise,
Fl. As a junior
she had played
in 99 games
over 29 matches, starting 24. Theresa Daniels
Daniels is a criminal justice
major. She will end her career
with I ,218 total kills, finishing
second in program history.
Gonzalez, one
of the teams
leading blockers, is a middle
hitter from Miami majoring
in biology. She
rounded out her
Kailen Gonzalez performance
with a team-high six blocks.

Meg's Tennis
MVP-Dennis Riegraf
MIP-Julien Carsuzaa

Gonzalez and Daniels are just the
third and fourth players .inJ,J,l
history to complete a fotir-year
car= in the Blue & White.

Wgmen's Tennjs
MVP-Victoria Weltz
MIP-Leigb Shelton

Woodby is a setter from Chatanooga, Tn. Woodby is studying biology.

Male Blue & White Athlete
of the Year-Hoyt McGarity

This season Woodby dished up
151 assists to bring her season
total to 1,118, which is third
all-time for

Female Blue & White Athlete
of the Year-Aimee Murch
Male Scholar Athlete of the
Year-Keir McNicoll
Female Scholar Athlete of
the Year-Jackie Codiga •

total assists. •

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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